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978-0-7387-5578-6

978-0-7387-5169-6

LEEZA ROBERTSON & JULIE DILLON

LEEZA ROBERTSON (Las Vegas, NV) is the author
of Tarot Court Cards for Beginners and the cocreator of the
Animal Totem Tarot. She is the creator of Moonbeamers,
an online class on tarot and the moon’s cycles.

MARCH 2019

The mer-folk are teachers and guides, born in a watery
world of magical mythology and powerful energy. This
elegantly illustrated Rider-Waite based deck invites you
to receive the lessons and blessings of the mystical realm,
offering the insights you need to move forward through
the challenges and barriers that we all must face. Now
more than ever, the songs of the mermaid are calling the
people of the land. Let their magic be your guide.

LLEWELLYN

Mermaid Tarot

JULIE DILLON (Los Angeles, CA) is a freelance artist
whose clients include Simon & Schuster, Penguin, Tor,
and Wizards of the Coast. She is the winner of several
Hugo, Chesley, and Locus awards for best artist.
www.JulieDillonArt.com
978-0-7387-5109-2 • US $29.99 CAN $38.99
Boxed kit (5½ x 8) includes a 78-card deck and 312-page color guidebook
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC024000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Divination / Tarot

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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LLEWELLYN

Dark Goddess Oracle Cards
BARBARA MEIKLEJOHN-FREE,
FLAVIA KATE PETERS & KATE OSBORNE

OCTOBER 2018

Explore the enlightening spirit of the shadows with
the Dark Goddess Oracle Cards. This gilded oracle deck
combines all the experiences and power of the Goddesses
who stir within and can be called upon to arise in times
of challenge, change, and growth in our lives. In this deck,
there is no fluff, no hiding, no superficiality. Instead the
cards offer empowerment, truth, and the opportunity for
real transformation.

BARBARA MEIKLEJOHN-FREE (Derbyshire, UK)
was born and raised in the Highlands of Scotland.
She is an author, singer, drummer, flautist, and
storyteller—all of which she employs in weaving together
the ancient craft of the shaman, seer, and mystic.
FLAVIA KATE PETERS (Derbyshire, UK) has written
for Mermaid & Mythology and is a regular columnist for
Faeries & Enchantment Magazine. She is also the coauthor
of The Shaman’s Handbook of Sacred Tools & Ceremonies
and The Book of Destiny.
978-0-7387-5886-2 • US $23.99 CAN $30.99
Boxed kit (4 x 6) includes a 48-card gilded deck and 106-page guidebook
Selling Territory: North America
North American rights available
OCC005000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Divination / General
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FLAVIA KATE PETERS

FLAVIA KATE PETERS (Derbyshire, UK) has written
for Mermaid & Mythology and is a regular columnist for
Faeries & Enchantment Magazine. She is also the coauthor
of The Shaman’s Handbook of Sacred Tools & Ceremonies
and The Book of Destiny.

NOVEMBER 2018

Experience the wisdom of your very own faery godmother,
and discover the little spark of joy that comes when you
are supported in spirit. The Faery Godmother Oracle Cards
speak to you of emotions, methods, and magic that
connects you with the elements, mystical realms, and
eternal spirit to bring about a more powerful sense of
positivity, change, and growth in your life. The gilded
cards are a pleasure to behold. The evocative art provides
a sense of comfort for those times when you need it most.

LLEWELLYN

Faery Godmother
Oracle Cards

978-0-7387-5885-5 • US $23.99 CAN $30.99
Boxed kit (4 x 6) includes a 40-card gilded deck and 106-page guidebook
Selling Territory: North America
North American rights available
OCC005000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Divination / General

ALSO AVAILABLE

978-0-7387-5884-8 • US $23.99 CAN $30.99

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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LLEWELLYN

Transformative Witchcraft
The Greater Mysteries

JASON MANKEY

JANUARY 2019

The rites and rituals of Witchcraft are life-changing
experiences, but they are also steeped in mystery.
Transformative Witchcraft delves into some of the most
persistent mysteries of the Craft and provides insightful
guidance for raising energy with a Cone of Power;
dedications, initiations, and elevations; Drawing Down
the Moon; and the Great Rite.
Direct experience with the divine and the powerful
energies of magick are defining elements of Witchcraft.
Filled with powerful personal stories, a fascinating history
of modern Wicca and Witchcraft, striking original rituals,
and a wealth of tips and techniques, this book provides
the beginning or intermediate Witch with the practical
and theoretical keys they need to unlock the mysteries of
the Craft.
978-0-7387-5797-1 • US $19.99 CAN $25.99
6 x 9 • 408 pp.
Trade paperback original; appendices, glossary, bibliog., index
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC026000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Witchcraft
OCC028000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Magick Studies

SELLING FEATURES
• A comprehensive collection of Witchcraft knowledge
		 covering practical techniques as well as the
		 fascinating history of Wicca
• Jason Mankey is one of the most well-known
		 Witchcraft writers, with a widely read blog and
		 frequent appearances at conferences and gatherings

ALSO BY JASON MANKEY

978-0-7387-5014-9

978-0-7387-4678-4

978-0-7387-5796-4

JASON MANKEY (Bay Area, CA) is a Pagan blogger, a columnist for Witches & Pagans, and the managing editor of the Pagan portal on Patheos. He talks about rock and roll, Pagan deities, and various aspects of
Pagan history at Pagan and magic festivals across North America.
www.Patheos.com/Blogs/PanMankey
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Living Modern Traditional Witchcraft

LAURA TEMPEST ZAKROFF

Discover how to formulate a personalized working practice
with RITES (Roots, Inspiration, Time, Environment,
and Star). Delve into spellcraft, metaphysics, and ritual,
and learn how to journey into the liminal realm to meet
with divinity and spirits. Modern Traditional Witchcraft
is a path of experimentation. Let Weave the Liminal be your
guide and companion as you experiment with the Craft
and continue evolving the rich pattern of your magical life.

JANUARY 2019

Weave the Liminal helps you explore what it means to truly
be a Witch in the contemporary world and learn how to
overcome the issues that can be problematic in defining
your path. A hands-on guide to the Modern Tradition of
Witchcraft, this book is all about creating an authentic
expression of Witchcraft that works for you.

LLEWELLYN

Weave the Liminal

978-0-7387-5610-3 • US $19.99 CAN $25.99
6 x 9 • 264 pp.
Trade paperback original; resources
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC026000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Witchcraft

SELLING FEATURES
• The fourth book by one of the most popular new
		 authors in contemporary Witchcraft
•
		
		
		

Laura Tempest Zakroff is a tireless promoter and a
major presence in the community, making hundreds
of in-store appearances, dance performances, and
workshop sessions across the country annually

ALSO BY LAURA TEMPEST ZAKROFF

978-0-7387-5369-0
978-0-7387-5039-2

978-0-7387-5796-4

LAURA TEMPEST ZAKROFF

(Seattle, WA) has been a practicing Modern Traditional Witch
for more than two decades, and she revels in the intersection of her paths as an author, artist, and dancer.
Weave the Liminal is her fourth book. Laura blogs for the Patheos Pagan channel and Witches & Pagans, and
she contributes to The Witches’ Almanac.

www.LauraTempestZakroff.com

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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LLEWELLYN

Crossroads of Conjure
The Roots and Practices of Granny Magic, Hoodoo,
Brujería, and Curanderismo

KATRINA RASBOLD

JANUARY 2019

Journey into the fascinating world of American South
folk magic with Crossroads of Conjure. This comprehensive
guide presents an introductory look at Appalachian and
Ozark Granny Magic, African American HooDoo, New
Orleans Voodoo, and Brujería/Curanderismo of the
Southwest. Explore the beliefs of each system, the types of
practitioners, a detailed history of each path, and how the
traditions are carried on in modern society.
This authentic and powerful book celebrates the
sustainability of these folk magic practices and dispels
the myths and misunderstandings about them. Explore
Conjure techniques for protection, healing, survival, and
more. Compare each path to discover which one resonates
with you, and open the door to a fresh understanding of
American folk magic.
978-0-7387-5786-5 • US $17.99 CAN $23.99
5¼ x 8 • 288 pp.
Trade paperback original; glossary, bibliog.
Selling Territory: World
World rights available, excluding audio, TV, film, and dramatic
OCC028000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Magick Studies
SOC011000 Social Science / Folklore & Mythology

SELLING FEATURES
• Presents an introductory look at the folk magic and
		 Conjure traditions of the American South; topics that
		 are growing in popularity
• Teaches readers about the differences between
		 Conjure practices, including Granny Magic, Hoodoo,
		 Rootworking, Voodoo, Curanderismo, and Brujería

OF RELATED INTEREST

• Includes a glossary of American folk magic
		 terminology

978-0-7387-0275-9
978-0-7387-5289-1

978-0-7387-5342-3

KATRINA RASBOLD, P HD, (Sacramento, CA) is a professional life coach who has provided insightful, accurate, and
helpful life path consultations to clients for over thirty years. She owns Two Sisters Botánica, a shop in California that specializes in
handmade and unique magical tools. She also offers online sales and consultations as a rootworker/Conjure woman.

www.KatrinaRasbold.com
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Use the Cards to Enhance Your Life

JAYMI ELFORD

This is not another tarot book filled with keywords,
descriptions, or correspondences. It encourages you
to befriend your deck, personalize your spreads, and
keep a tarot personal assistant. Discover how to use the
cards for creative writing, meditation, and connecting
to spirit guides. Learn how your deck can be an agent of
change through invocations, seasonal rituals, and more.
Jaymi Elford offers guidance in following your own path,
honoring your own interpretations of tarot.

JANUARY 2019

Make tarot the centerpiece of your spirituality with this
inspiring, insightful guide to incorporating the cards into
your daily life. Designed to help you apply the cards to
your daily and spiritual practices, Tarot Inspired Life is the
perfect workbook for anyone who wants to make their
tarot practice more meaningful.

LLEWELLYN

Tarot Inspired Life

978-0-7387-5994-4 • US $17.99 CAN $23.99
5¼ x 8 • 336 pp.
Trade paperback original; illus., bibliog.
Selling Territory: World
World rights available, excluding TV, film, and dramatic
OCC024000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Divination / Tarot

SELLING FEATURES
• Offers a fresh approach to learning the cards
		 and incorporating a tarot practice into the reader’s
		 everyday life
• Includes activities, crafts, and exercises to deepen
		 the reader’s knowledge and appreciation of tarot;
		 suitable for beginners and more advanced
		 practitioners

OF RELATED INTEREST

978-0-7387-0784-6

978-0-7387-4624-1
978-0-7387-5262-4

JAYMI ELFORD (Portland, OR) is a writer, tarot coach, firespinner, and the creator of the Triple Goddess Tarot (9780738753799).
She reads for Portlandia Fortune Tellers in Portland, Oregon, and has taught tarot classes at the Bay Area Tarot Symposium (BATS),
Northwest Tarot Symposium (NWTS), PantheaCon, and at Readers Studio in New York. Jaymi currently hosts the Tarot Visions
podcast and is a frequent guest on other popular tarot podcasts.

www.ShadesOfMaybe.com

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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LLEWELLYN

Living Reiki
Heal Yourself & Transform Your Life

MELISSA TIPTON

JANUARY 2019

Embark on a journey deep into the mysteries of reiki,
where you’ll create a potent elixir of healing that will unite
you with your true self. This book guides you on the path
of self-transformation, helping re-instill your trust in the
unshakeable reality that you’re already whole.
Living Reiki provides tools and practices designed to
shed the filters and obstructions created by your ego.
The more you release these obstructions, the more you can
see who you truly are and what you came into this life to
do. Discover the teachings of reiki through meditation,
ritual, and other powerful techniques. Using fearless selfinquiry and personal transformation, you’ll unravel the
secret ways of the healer within.
978-0-7387-5943-2 • US $18.99 CAN $24.99
6 x 9 • 336 pp.
Trade paperback original; illus., bibliog.
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC011010 Body, Mind & Spirit / Healing / Energy (Qigong, Reiki, Polarity)

SELLING FEATURES
• A unique look at reiki that teaches readers how to use
		 alchemy as a metaphor for self-transformation
• Offers hands-on techniques for healing and personal
		 empowerment; easy to follow and beginner friendly
• Reiki is a consistently popular subject and
		 Melissa Tipton is experienced and well known in
		 her field

OF RELATED INTEREST

978-0-7387-0573-6
978-0-7387-3351-7

978-1-56718-767-0

MELISSA TIPTON (Columbia, MO) is a tarot reader, reiki master, licensed massage therapist, and witch. She has been
practicing yoga for over a decade and discovered that the poses and meditation help bring a deeper, richer meaning to her witchcraft.
www.YogiWitch.com
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Discover Your Connection to Wisdom of the Natural World

ANGELICA STUART

JANUARY 2019

We share our world with many fantastic creatures, and
each has a lesson if we’re willing to listen. Chakra Animals
shares the chakra wisdom of fifty familiar North American animals to support you in making changes in your life
and guide you in areas where you’re struggling. Finding
different animals that you resonate with on a practical
level is fun, and it also enhances your spiritual practice
and emotional growth. For each animal, you will discover
interpretations for each of the seven chakras to help you
focus on specific goals and remove inner blocks that may
be holding you back. Also included are tips, techniques,
and stories of transformation so you can integrate the
profound guidance the animal realm holds for you.

LLEWELLYN

Chakra Animals

978-0-7387-5959-3 • US $16.99 CAN $21.99
6 x 9 • 360 pp.
Trade paperback original; resources, illus., appendix
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC011010 Body, Mind & Spirit / Healing / Energy (Qigong, Reiki, Polarity)

SELLING FEATURES
• Explores 50 animals, with seven chakras each, for
		 a total of 350 bite-size pieces of chakra wisdom
• Illustrations by Eugene Smith, illustrator of the
		 bestselling Animal Totem Tarot (9780738743486)
• Shows readers how to relate to animal characteristics
		 and living habits via the chakra system for inner
		 balance, healing, and insight

OF RELATED INTEREST

• Includes convenient animal cards that can be cut
		 out at the back of the book

978-0-7387-5270-9

978-0-7387-5155-9

978-0-7387-4928-0

ANGELICA STUART

(Martinsburg, WV) has been a spiritual practitioner for nearly forty years and is an initiate of a
Welsh tradition. She incorporates her knowledge of shamanism, archangels, and chakras to connect with the natural world.
Chakra Animals is her first book.

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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LLEWELLYN

How to Heal Yourself
from Anxiety
When No One Else Can
AMY B. SCHER

FEBRUARY 2019

This remarkable book is full of hands-on tips and
techniques that illustrate one profound truth: healing
from anxiety is possible. Join Amy B. Scher, author of
the bestselling How to Heal Yourself When No One Else Can
(9780738745541) as she shares a unique, go-at-yourown-pace approach to working with energetic factors to
address imbalances, change destructive beliefs, calm your
body, and release the anxiety that holds you back.
This book guides you through a series of illustrative
stories and exercises that can change your life. Utilizing
Amy’s powerful clearing techniques, as well as Emotional
Freedom Technique (EFT), you will learn how to let go of
unresolved emotional energies and experiences so that you
can become a healthier, more relaxed, lighthearted you.
978-0-7387-5646-2 • US $17.99 CAN $23.99
5¼ x 8 • 240 pp.
Trade paperback original; illus., appendix, index
Selling Territory: World
World rights available, excluding audio, TV, film, and dramatic
HEA032000 Health & Fitness / Alternative Therapies
OCC011010 Body, Mind & Spirit / Healing / Energy (Qigong, Reiki, Polarity)

SELLING FEATURES
• The follow-up book to Amy Scher’s break-out
		 bestseller How to Heal Yourself When No One
		 Else Can (9780738745541)
• Practical and easy-to-integrate guidance that can
		 be used by beginners and long-time spiritual
		 seekers alike
•
		
		
		

OF RELATED INTEREST

Includes material on well-known modalities such as
Emotional Freedom Technique (EFT) in addition to
Amy’s own powerful techniques such as Thymus Test
and Tap, Chakra Tapping, and the Sweep

978-0-7387-5073-6
978-0-7387-4554-1

978-0-7387-5247-1

AMY B. SCHER (New York, NY) is the author of the bestselling How to Heal Yourself When No One
Else Can (Llewellyn) and This Is How I Save My Life (Gallery Books). Scher was named one of The Advocate’s
“40 Under 40” and she has been featured on CNN, Huffington Post, Cosmopolitan, and the San Francisco Book
Review. Her books have been endorsed by Elizabeth Gilbert, Pam Grout, and Bernie Siegel, MD.
www.AmyBScher.com
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Awaken Your Consciousness with
Precious Gifts from the Earth

MARGARET ANN LEMBO

Discover how to use gemstone essences, crystal alignments,
crystal intention bags, and crystal grids more effectively.
Explore the application of crystals for specific intention,
career support, balance, healing, and spiritual insight.
With this book, you’ll fully incorporate crystal tools into
your daily life, tune into their frequencies, and unlock your
greatest potential.

FEBRUARY 2019

Deepen your knowledge of crystals, gemstones, and rocks
and learn how to put their power to work for you. Crystals
Beyond Beginners helps you draw upon your foundation
of crystal work to improve your skills and guides you
in using these amazing tools to take your practice to
the next level.

LLEWELLYN

Crystals Beyond Beginners

978-0-7387-5408-6 • US $16.99 CAN $21.99
5¼ x 8 • 240 pp.
Trade paperback original; illus., bibliog., index
Selling Territory: World
World rights available, excluding audio, TV, film, and dramatic
OCC004000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Crystals

SELLING FEATURES
•
		
		
		

A comprehensive, intermediate-level guide that
presents new ways to work with crystals; readers
are taught how to take the next step in their
personal practice

• Margaret Ann Lembo has a strong sales history
		 with titles including Crystal Intentions Oracle
		 (9780738748979) and The Essential Guide to
		 Aromatherapy and Vibrational Healing
		 (9780738743394)

OF RELATED INTEREST

• Has great crossover potential with Crystals for
		 Beginners (9780738707556), a perennially
		 popular title
978-0-7387-4688-3
978-0-7387-3252-7

978-0-7387-0755-6

MARGARET ANN LEMBO (Palm Beach County, FL) is the owner of the Crystal Garden, a spiritual center. For more than twenty years, she has led workshops and classes around the country. Her audio CDs
(guided meditations and more) are distributed nationally.
www.MargaretAnnLembo.com

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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African Cowrie Shells
Divination
History, Theory & Practice

ZOLRAK

FEBRUARY 2019

Divination with cowrie shells is one of the oldest known
spiritual practices in the world. Originated by the
Yoruba people of West Africa, cowrie shell divination is
a powerful technique for connecting to the wisdom of
the great beyond.
This book shows you how to open the portals of spiritual
communication with cowrie shells and other African
divination systems, such as cola nuts and coconuts.
Written by a long-time practitioner, African Cowrie Shells
Divination shares the meaning of all the different shell
combinations, as well as tips and variations for readings
based on the specific question being asked. Discover the
powerful meaning of the orishas and magical symbols as
you use the shells to investigate the infinite powers of the
mind and the cosmos.
978-0-7387-5858-9 • US $19.99 CAN $25.99
6 x 9 • 312 pp.
Trade paperback original; appendix, glossary, bibliog.
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC008000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Divination / Fortune Telling

SELLING FEATURES
• A comprehensive book on divination practices from
		 Africa and South America
• Includes sample readings and prayers, explanations
		 of Karma and reincarnation, and lists of names in
		 Diloggún and Ifá divination

OF RELATED INTEREST

• Includes fascinating exploration of Yoruba, Santería,
		 Candomble, and other religions

978-0-7387-3830-7

978-1-56718-844-8

978-1-56718-329-0

ZOLRAK

(Argentina) is the cocreator of the bestselling Tarot of the Orishas and a teacher of Kardecist
mediumship. He graduated with advanced degrees in Cultural Parapsychology, Mental Control, and Scientific
Astrology, and he holds a Doctorate in Parapsychology.
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A Sourcebook of British Magic

DANIEL HARMS & JAMES R. CLARK

FEBRUARY 2019

Discovered in the stacks of the Bodleian Library at Oxford,
this authentic work of 17th-century English magic has
been meticulously transcribed and translated by Daniel
Harms and illustrated by James R. Clark, the team that
created the bestselling Book of Oberon (9780738743349).
With a comprehensive introduction, annotations, and
more than 100 figures and illustrations, this beautifully
reconstructed historical work is filled with never-beforepublished rituals for calling forth demons, fairies,
elementals, and other spiritual beings. This elegantly
bound book provides new insights into a fascinating
tradition, where a sorcerer or cunning-man was paid to
perform magic for uncovering theft, healing, combating
witchcraft, hunting for treasure, or for having a spirit
fulfill one’s commands. As an additional feature, this
deluxe edition retains the red type found in the original
manuscript to emphasize key words.

LLEWELLYN

Of Angels, Demons & Spirits

978-0-7387-5368-3 • US $65.00 CAN $85.00
7 x 10 • 456 pp.
Hardcover with dust jacket; glossary, bibliog.
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC016000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Occultism

SELLING FEATURES
• An attractive hardcover edition of a classical work
		 of 17th-century British magic with more than
		 100 figures and illustrations
•
		
		
		

Includes more than 50 spells and magical workings
for finding treasure, uncovering theft, healing,
combating witchcraft, having spirits fulfill one’s
commands, and more

OF RELATED INTEREST

• Includes extensive annotations and appendices for
		 contemporary practitioners, historians, and collectors

978-0-7387-4334-9

978-0-7387-4399-8

978-0-7387-0303-9

DANIEL HARMS

(Upstate New York) holds master’s degrees in anthropology and library and information science. He has
been published in the Journal for the Academic Study of Magic and the Journal of Scholarly Publishing, and has authored books on horror
fiction and folklore.

JAMES R. CLARK (Chicago, IL) has been working in philosophy and esoteric study for nearly two decades. He has illustrated
The Essential Enochian Grimoire, the seventh edition of Israel Regardie’s Golden Dawn, and The Book of Oberon.

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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Chinese Medicine for the
Modern World
Ancient Wisdom to Stop Worrying, Hurrying,
and Overeating

E DOUGLAS KIHN, D.O.M.

FEBRUARY 2019

Take charge of your health and create balance in your life
with Chinese Medicine for the Modern World, a unique book
that revolutionizes how the practice is used and taught
in the twenty-first century. This comprehensive guide
transforms traditional practices into effective methods
for solving the three habits that cause the majority
of our modern health problems: worrying, hurrying,
and overeating.
Chinese Medicine for the Modern World discusses six
common syndromes in our contemporary world, with a
focus on the three internal problems of liver qi stagnation,
heart heat, and spleen damp. To heal these syndromes,
Kihn offers practical strategies and specific directions for
substituting unhealthy habits with healthy ones.
978-0-7387-5890-9 • US $22.99 CAN $29.99
6 x 9 • 336 pp.
Trade paperback original; index, bibliog., illus., recommended resources
Selling Territory: World
World rights available, excluding audio, TV, film, and dramatic
HEA032000 Health & Fitness / Alternative Therapies
OCC011000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Healing / General

SELLING FEATURES
• Takes a modern look at Traditional Chinese Medicine,
		 featuring friendly language and a study guide
•
		
		
		

E Douglas Kihn has excellent credentials and is very
knowledgeable in Chinese medicine; he is a doctor
and college professor of Oriental medicine, a licensed
acupuncturist, and a certified personal trainer

OF RELATED INTEREST

978-0-7387-4930-3

978-0-7387-4868-9

978-0-7387-4822-1

E DOUGLAS KIHN, D.O.M. (Los Angeles, CA) is a doctor of Oriental medicine and a licensed acupuncturist with twenty-five years of experience in Chinese medicine. He is also the author of Chinese Medicine for Americans, Avoiding Death Indefinitely, and
The Workbook of Chinese Herbs.
www.DrKihn.com
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A Subtle Energy Companion for Better Bonding,
Health, & Happiness

CYNDI DALE

Explore the foundational energetics of common wellness
problems and learn how to assist your pet, no matter
what the issue. Using intuitive pet communication and
energetic assessments of chakras and symptoms, you can
fully support your pet’s development in every stage of life.

MARCH 2019

Improve your pet’s emotional, physical, and spiritual
wellbeing—and strengthen the bond between the two of
you in the process—using vibrational medicine and energy
techniques. Cyndi Dale’s guide covers the chakras and
subtle energy system for a variety of animals.

LLEWELLYN

Energy Wellness for Your Pet

“Cyndi has a real gift and has put her heart and
soul into Energy Wellness for Your Pet—a book
the world needs now more than ever.”
—Dr. Stephen R. Blake, Usui Reiki Master
978-0-7387-5843-5 • US $19.99 CAN $25.99
6 x 9 • 336 pp.
Trade paperback original; 12-page 4-color insert, illus., resources
Selling Territory: World
World rights available, excluding audio, TV, film, and dramatic
OCC011010 Body, Mind & Spirit / Healing / Energy (Qigong, Reiki, Polarity)
PET000000 Pets / General
NAT001000 NATURE / Animals / General

SELLING FEATURES
• An accessible and in-depth guide to holistic pet
		 care with an emphasis on energy techniques
		 and principles
• Includes convenient chakra diagrams for mammals,
		 rodents, birds, reptiles, arthropods, amphibians,
		 and more

ALSO BY CYNDI DALE

978-0-7387-3962-5

978-0-7387-5155-9

978-0-7387-1502-5

CYNDI DALE (Minneapolis, MN) is a renowned author, speaker, healer, and business consultant. She is
president of Life Systems Services, through which she has conducted over 65,000 client sessions and presented
training classes throughout Europe, Asia, and the Americas.
www.CyndiDale.com

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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LLEWELLYN

Tarot Elements
Five Readings to Reset Your Life

MELISSA CYNOVA

MARCH 2019

Tarot Elements shares five different readings to help you
clarify your situation, unstick your life, and move forward
to a better version of yourself—even if you feel like a
complete mess.
Author Melissa Cynova noticed that clients often turn
up for readings with extremely complicated problems.
She developed the five readings described in Tarot Elements
as a program for hitting the reset button on life. The
earth reading is about home. Air is about mind, fire is
about body, water is about heart, and the spirit reading is
about your soul and spiritual practice. This book shows
you how to use the five readings to focus on one aspect
of a problem at a time and resolve the issues that are
holding you back.
978-0-7387-5840-4 • US $16.99 CAN $21.99
5¼ x 8 • 288 pp.
Trade paperback original; illus., spreads, resources
Selling Territory: World
World rights available, excluding TV, film, and dramatic
OCC024000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Divination / Tarot

SELLING FEATURES
• The hotly anticipated new book from tarot writer
		 Melissa Cynova, author of the bestselling
		 Kitchen Table Tarot (9780738750774)
• A new approach to using multiple readings to focus
		 on complex problems

OF RELATED INTEREST

• Includes hands-on exercises, plenty of sample
		 readings, and elemental meanings to help readers
		 integrate the outstanding material

978-0-7387-4908-2
978-0-7387-5077-4

978-0-7387-4520-6

When MELISSA CYNOVA (St. Louis, MO) was in middle school, a kid in her class gave her a deck
of tarot cards. Thirty years later, she’s still working with tarot, and she’s read for nearly 5,000 people. In addition to being a prolific tarot reader, she teaches classes at her kitchen table and at tarot conferences such as
Omega Institute.

www.LittleFoxTarot.com
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Keeping in Touch With Your Loved Ones in Spirit

PATRICK MATHEWS

Bestselling author Patrick Mathews proves that, despite
seeming so far away, your deceased loved ones are much
closer than you think. Sharing stories and experiences
he’s gained as a medium, Patrick explains that there are
different boundaries between you and those in spirit, but
that won’t stop you from continuing your relationship
with them. You’ll also gain a deeper understanding of how
the grieving process works and find answers to the most
common questions about the afterlife.

MARCH 2019

Every day, your loved ones in spirit are with you, helping
and guiding you in the miraculous ways that only spirits
can. Discover how to make powerful connections with
them and explore the subtle, and not-so-subtle, signs
they send you.

LLEWELLYN

Only a Thought Away

978-0-7387-5699-8 • US $16.99 CAN $21.99
5¼ x 8 • 240 pp.
Trade paperback original
Selling Territory: World
World rights available, excluding audio, TV, film, and dramatic
OCC027000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Spiritualism
REL062000 Religion / Spirituality

SELLING FEATURES
• Includes heartwarming stories of people connecting
		 with loved ones in spirit as well as a how-to section
		 for readers to practice their own spirit communication
• Patrick Mathews has a great sales history and many
		 years of experience communicating with those on the
		 other side

OF RELATED INTEREST

• Spirit communication and mediumship are
		 consistently popular subjects

978-0-7387-0353-4

978-0-7387-2766-0

978-0-7387-4388-2

PATRICK MATHEWS (Virginia) has helped countless people around the world as a medium, lecturer, teacher, and author. He’s appeared on the Ryan Seacrest Show, WGN’s Steve Cochran Show, ABC News, and
PBS. Patrick has also been the featured medium on the hit television shows Most Haunted and Most Haunted Live!
www.PatrickMathews.com

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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LLEWELLYN

Choosing to be a Medium
Experience & Share the Healing Wonder
of Spirit Communication

SHARON FARBER

MARCH 2019

Experience the wonder of spirit communication first
hand—even if you weren’t born a medium. Sharon Farber
shares her amazing story of becoming a medium through
study, not birthright, and she explains how you can
become one, too.
Explore what mediumship is and isn’t, learn about its
roots in Spiritualism, and practice useful techniques
such as setting intention, raising your vibration, and
smudging. This book shows how to effectively gather
information from those you connect with in spirit and
how to overcome common fears and challenges. Featuring
simple exercises, Q&As with various mediums, and much
more, this empowering book demonstrates that anyone
can connect with spirits on the other side.
978-0-7387-5748-3 • US $17.99 CAN $23.99
6 x 9 • 264 pp.
Trade paperback original; appendices, glossary, resources
Selling Territory: World
World rights available, excluding audio, TV, film, and dramatic
OCC027000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Spiritualism
OCC018000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Parapsychology / General

SELLING FEATURES
•
		
		
		

Shows readers with no prior experience or
mediumship abilities how to communicate with
loved ones in spirit; emphasizes that you can choose
to be a medium, you don’t have to be born one

• Covers the broad range of mediumship skills and
		 provides more than 60 hands-on techniques
		 and exercises for readers to perform

OF RELATED INTEREST

978-0-7387-4813-9

978-0-7387-3667-9

978-0-7387-3792-8

SHARON FARBER

(New Hartford, CT) began studying mediumship in 2010 and soon after started
a mediumship development circle. She opened Dragonfly Healing Arts in 2013, where she offers massage,
energy healing, readings, and mediumship instruction.

www.SharonFarber.net
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Achieve Energetic Balance in Your Life

RAVEN DIGITALIS

Explore empathic self-care and how to spiritualize your
empathy through daily meditation, prayer, shrines, vision
boards, and more. Discover the importance of creative
expression and astrological shifts. Learn how to share
your gifts with friends, family, and your community.
From science to spirituality, this book shows you how to
achieve personal balance and reveals new ideas that will
help you thrive in your empathic life.

MARCH 2019

Enrich your understanding of empathy and improve your
empathic abilities with this captivating, easy-to-use guide.
The Everyday Empath offers a well-rounded view of what
it means to experience high levels of empathy in daily
life. Featuring exercises, examples, and insights, it’s an
essential resource to have on your shelf.

LLEWELLYN

The Everyday Empath

978-0-7387-5860-2 • US $17.99 CAN $23.99
5¼ x 8 • 240 pp.
Trade paperback original; recommended resources
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC007000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Parapsychology / ESP (Clairvoyance,
Precognition, Telepathy)

SELLING FEATURES
• An accessible guide to using empathy in everyday
		 life; teaches readers how to find personal balance and
		 be empowered by their empathic abilities
•
		
		
		

Empathy has grown in popularity over the last few
years; this book is an inviting introduction to the
subject and has great crossover appeal in the
mainstream psychology market

OF RELATED INTEREST

978-0-7387-4917-4

978-0-7387-3799-7

978-0-7387-4849-8

RAVEN DIGITALIS (Missoula, MT) is the author of Esoteric Empathy (9780738749174), Shadow
Magick Compendium (9780738713182), Planetary Spells & Rituals (9780738719719), and Goth Craft. He is a
Neopagan Priest and cofounder of an Eastern Hellenistic nonprofit multicultural temple called Opus Aima
Obscuræ (OAO). Trained in Eastern philosophies and Georgian Witchcraft, Raven has been an earth-based
practitioner since 1999, a Priest since 2003, a Freemason since 2012, and an empath all of his life.
www.RavenDigitalis.com

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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LLEWELLYN

Chasing American Monsters
Creatures, Cryptids, and Hairy Beasts

JASON OFFUTT

MARCH 2019

From Alabama to Wyoming and every state in between,
the United States is crawling with monsters lurking in the
dark corners, just waiting for the right moment to scare
the pants off unsuspecting victims. This eye-opening book
is a state-by-state guide to monsters, myths, cryptids, and
things that go bump in the night. Discover Connecticut’s
Black Dog of Hanging Hills, the Tommyknockers of
Pennsylvania, the Banshee of the South Dakota Badlands,
and hundreds of other fearful figures. With more than 250
creatures covering everything from modern-day dinosaurs
and dragons to extraterrestrials, lizard men, gnomes, and
more, Chasing American Monsters brings you face-to-face
with the unique beasts that hide in the shadows of each
of the fifty states.
978-0-7387-5995-1 • US $17.99 CAN $23.99
5¼ x 8 • 312 pp.
Trade paperback original; bibliog., index
Selling Territory: World
World rights available, excluding audio, TV, film, and dramatic
OCC023000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Supernatural

SELLING FEATURES
• Includes three or more monsters from every
		 state—251 monsters in all
• A fun and fascinating read for armchair cryptologists
		 and those who are excited to find the monsters in
		 their favorite states

OF RELATED INTEREST

• Foreword by Nick Redfern

978-0-7387-4666-1

978-0-7387-3631-0

978-0-7387-3720-1

JASON OFFUTT

(Maryville, MO) teaches journalism at Northwest Missouri State University. He’s the author of four
previous books on paranormal topics, including Haunted Missouri and Paranormal Missouri (Schiffer), in addition to several novels.
He has been interviewed on Whitley Strieber’s Dreamland, Destination America, Binnall of America, Darkness Radio, The Paracast, and other
prominent paranormal podcasts.

www.JasonOffutt.com
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Personal Encounters that Will Have You on the Edge

JUDY MARTINEZ &
BRIAN-JAMES MARTINEZ

Ghosts of the Grand Canyon is packed with extraordinary true
tales from people who have encountered the paranormal
in and around this awe-inspiring supernatural hotspot.
Judy and Brian-James Martinez present the history of
these sites, their significance to locals and tourists alike,
and the facts, legends, and speculations about what caused
such horrific hauntings. Also featuring photos of the
canyon’s breathtaking views and its spookiest sights, this
book dares you to look deep into the abyss.

APRIL 2019

With its breathtaking views, amazing depths, and
terrifying encounters with ghosts, ghouls, and UFOs,
the Grand Canyon is indeed worthy of its title as one of
the greatest natural wonders in the world. Journey to the
canyon’s most haunted locations and discover first-hand
accounts of spirits and unexplainable events.

LLEWELLYN

Ghosts of the Grand Canyon

978-0-7387-5944-9 • US $16.99 CAN $21.99
5¼ x 8 • 216 pp.
Trade paperback original; bibliog., photos
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC023000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Supernatural

SELLING FEATURES
•
		
		
		

Includes first-hand accounts of vengeful spirits,
graveyard ghouls, disembodied voices that
encourage suicide, and many others in and around
the Grand Canyon

• Provides captivating historical information about each
		 featured location and the spirits that linger there

OF RELATED INTEREST

978-0-7387-3750-8

978-0-7387-5674-5

978-0-7387-4024-9

JUDY MARTINEZ (Tucson, AZ) is a paranormal investigator who had her first ghostly encounter at four years old. She has
also investigated UFO sightings and is a practicing witch. Judy and Brian-James both worked at Grand Canyon National Park.
BRIAN-JAMES MARTINEZ (Tucson, AZ) is a paranormal investigator who’s had several ghostly encounters in his
life that made him want to learn more about the paranormal field. He is also a US history buff and loves to travel to abandoned
ghost towns.

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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LLEWELLYN

On the Hunt for the Haunted
Searching for Proof of the Paranormal

ROBIN STROM

APRIL 2019

The most exciting moment of a paranormal investigation
is when contact is made with someone—or something—on
the other side. There’s nothing in this world that compares
to the feeling of a spirit brushing your skin or the thrill
of conversing with an unknown entity who responds to
questions by manipulating the lights.
Author Robin Strom’s passion for collecting evidence
of the paranormal has made her a trusted expert in the
field. On the Hunt for the Haunted is a book of Robin’s
fascinating investigations and her most compelling proof.
Using an arsenal of professional equipment for detecting,
measuring, and recording activity, Robin and her team
repeatedly make contact with the other side, tirelessly
seeking answers to one of the world’s most enigmatic
riddles—what happens when we die?
978-0-7387-5841-1 • US $17.99 CAN $23.99
5¼ x 8 • 312 pp.
Trade paperback original
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC023000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Supernatural

SELLING FEATURES
• Includes investigations in Middletown, Hartly,
		 Longneck, Delaware City, Lewes, and Marydel in
		 Delaware and two cases in Berlin, Maryland
•
		
		
		

Features a team of tech-savvy investigators who
collect hard evidence of paranormal activity using
the most up-to-date ghost hunting gadgets
and techniques

OF RELATED INTEREST

978-0-7387-5551-9

978-0-7387-3750-8

978-0-7387-4800-9

ROBIN STROM (Delaware) is the founder and director of the Delaware Paranormal Research Group and the author of
Anatomy of a Ghost. She began pursuing her passion for the supernatural as a professional more than a decade ago, escalating her
lifelong interest in things that go bump in the night.
www.DeParanormalResearchGroup.com
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Culinary Herbs for Magic, Beauty, and Health

ANNA FRANKLIN

APRIL 2019

The Hearth Witch’s Kitchen Herbal is an herbal with
a difference—it shows how to use the herbs and
spices most of us already have in our kitchens for
home remedies, personal care, spiritual practice, and
magic. The follow-up to the bestselling Hearth Witch’s
Compendium (9780738750460), this practical guide
includes more than 150 recipes and highlights 23
plants, spices, and herbs. For each plant, you will
discover magical correspondences, history and lore,
culinary uses, cosmetic uses, medicinal uses, notes of
caution, and recipes. From basil to black pepper and
from compresses to cough drops, this comprehensive
guide shares everything you need to know for living
the hearth witch way.

LLEWELLYN

The Hearth Witch’s
Kitchen Herbal

978-0-7387-5789-6 • US $25.99 CAN $33.99
7½ x 9¼ • 360 pp.

SELLING FEATURES
•
		
		
		
		

Featured herbs: basil, black pepper, caraway,
cardamom, cayenne, cinnamon, clove, coriander,
cumin, dill, fennel, fenugreek, garlic, ginger, lemon,
mint, oats, oregano, parsley, rosemary, sage, thyme,
and turmeric

• Includes more than 150 recipes for teas, infusions,
		 tinctures, syrups, baths, inhalants, salves, balms,
		 compresses, poultices, oils, creams, potions, candles

Trade paperback original; appendices, glossary, bibliog., recipe index,
gen. index
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC011000, Body, Mind & Spirit / Healing / General
OCC026000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Witchcraft
HEA011000 Health & Fitness / Herbal Medications

OF RELATED INTEREST

• Explores how to combine herbal work with astrology,
		 magic, the elements, and correspondences

978-0-7387-5046-0

978-0-7387-4564-0
978-0-7387-0837-9

ANNA FRANKLIN

(The English Midlands, UK) is a third-degree witch and high priestess of the
Hearth of Arianrhod. She is the author of twenty-eight books and the creator of the Sacred Circle Tarot, Fairy
Ring Oracle, and the Pagan Ways Tarot (Schiffer, 2015). Her books have been translated into nine languages. Anna
has contributed hundreds of articles to Pagan magazines and has appeared on radio and TV.

www.AnnaFranklin.co.uk

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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LLEWELLYN

The Great Wizards
of Antiquity
The Dawn of Western Magic and Alchemy

GUY OGILVY

APRIL 2019

The history of sorcery comes alive with these unique
portraits of some of the most remarkable, infamous,
and colorful practitioners of magic and alchemy. Join
author Guy Ogilvy as he reveals the fascinating beliefs,
techniques, and powers mastered by these influential
figures. Beginning with the prehistoric culture of the Lion
Man, continuing through the great mythical figures such
as Orpheus, the pre-Socratic Greeks such as Pythagoras
and Aristeas of Proconnesus, and following the trail up to
the great alchemists of the Middle Ages and beyond, this
book is a treasure trove of information. From antiquity to
the Renaissance, The Great Wizards of History is a profound
exploration of ideas and practices that were often contested
or condemned even as they demonstrated the brilliant
results of magical practice.
978-0-7387-4412-4 • US $29.99 CAN $38.99
6 x 9 • 336 pp.
Hardcover with dust jacket; appendices, bibliog., illus, maps
Selling Territory: World
World rights available, excluding audio, TV, film, and dramatic
OCC016000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Occultism
BIO009000 Biography & Autobiography / Philosophers

SELLING FEATURES
• First book in the three-book series The Great Wizards
		 of History
•
		
		
		
		

Includes prehistoric and mythic magic, the Lion Man,
Orpheus, pre-Socratic sorcerers, Pythagoras, the
Pythia, Epimenides, Abaris Aethrobates, Hermotimus:
The Astral Traveller, Aristeas: The Time Travelling
Shape-Shifter, the Croton School of Wizardry,
Parmenides, Empedocles, Zosimus, Jābir ibn Hayyān,
.
		 Jan Baptista Van Helmont, Comte de Saint-Germain,
		 Paracelsus the Great, James Price, and many more

OF RELATED INTEREST

978-0-7387-3599-3
978-0-7387-5104-7

978-0-7387-1580-3

GUY OGILVY (Glastonbury, UK) is a practicing laboratory alchemist and the author of eight books, including The Alchemist’s
Kitchen (Bloomsbury), using the pseudonym Francis Melville. His books have been translated into more than twenty languages and
sold over 700,000 copies. Guy abandoned a promising career in publishing to pursue a personal quest that culminated in an 18-month
stint as a cave-dwelling hermit in the mountains of Central North Mexico. Since his return, he has appeared on several television
networks to share his expertise on esotericism and alchemy, including Channel 4 and the BBC.
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How to Transform Deep Emotional Pain into
Freedom & Joy

ABBY WYNNE

Heal Your Inner Wounds guides you through each step of
life—from childhood to adulthood—and shows you how
to work through and release the pain and resentment
that may be lingering. Whether it’s caused by relationship
trouble, family problems, or self-esteem issues, Abby
Wynne teaches you to let go of resentments from the past
so you can have a more positive future.

APRIL 2019

You’ve become an expert at surviving the ups and downs
of life, but now is the time to start feeling worthy of the
good life you dream about. This inspiring book features
a unique mix of shamanism and psychotherapy for deep,
transformational healing that can be used by anyone.

LLEWELLYN

Heal Your Inner Wounds

978-0-7387-5707-0 • US $18.99 CAN $24.99
5¼ x 8 • 336 pp.
Trade paperback original; illus., recommended resources
Selling Territory: World
World rights available, excluding audio, TV, film, and dramatic
OCC036030 Body, Mind & Spirit / Shamanism

SELLING FEATURES
• A very approachable book on how to use shamanism
		 and energy work for emotional healing at all stages
		 of life
• Beginners and more experienced practitioners alike
		 will learn to heal past wounds and let go of deep pain

OF RELATED INTEREST

• Inner healing via shamanism and energy is a unique
		 and growing market

978-0-7387-5049-1

978-0-7387-4554-1

978-0-7387-5247-1

ABBY WYNNE

(Dublin, Ireland) is a psychotherapist, shamanic practitioner, spiritual teacher, and author. She has a
master’s degree in science with first class honors in psychotherapy and she’s accredited by the Irish Association of Psychotherapy
and Counselling (IACP). Abby is a Master Teacher of Reiki and Seichem, and she’s the author of How to Be Well (Hay House UK).

www.Abby-Wynne.com

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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LLEWELLYN

A Cunning Man’s Grimoire
The Secret of Secrets

DR. STEPHEN SKINNER &
DAVID RANKINE

AVAILABLE NOW

From Dr. Stephen Skinner and Golden Hoard Press
comes a historical grimoire that features a fascinating
blend of high magic and local village magic. Originally
a handbook for a working sorcerer, this book
includes a wealth of magical workings in addition to
a treasure trove of critical astrological information,
including a unique set of astrological tables that
are generally absent from other grimoires. Going
beyond the planetary days and hours, A Cunning
Man’s Grimoire reveals detailed aspects of timing and
magical operations connected with the 28 Mansions
of the Moon and image magic, which rarely appear in
Solomonic grimoires. This practical manual of magic
is strongly influenced by Arabic and Indian roots,
placing it at the crossroads of several powerful magical
streams.
978-0-7387-6072-8 • US $65.00 CAN $85.00
7 x 10 • 176 pp.

SELLING FEATURES

Hardcover with dust jacket; illus.
Selling Territory: North America
North American rights available
OCC028000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Magick Studies

• Attractive hardcover treatment of a historical grimoire
		 with 28 illustrations and 24 tables
• Includes astrological advice for timing magical
		 operations not found elsewhere in such a
		 convenient form

ALSO BY DR. STEPHEN SKINNER

• Shorter operations with less preparation makes this
		 a perfect book for witches, conjurers, and rootworkers
		 in addition to the ritual magick audience

978-0-7387-4632-6

978-0-7387-4806-1

978-0-7387-2355-6

STEPHEN SKINNER (Singapore) is the founder of Golden Hoard Press. He is recognized as one of the world’s foremost
authorities on Western magic and is credited with bringing feng shui to the West. During the 1970s he was the driving force behind
Askin Publishers, producing classic works by Cornelius Agrippa, Paracelsus, Austin Osman Spare, and Aleister Crowley.
www.SSkinner.com
DAVID RANKINE

(Glastonbury, UK) is an esoteric researcher and magician. He is the author of twenty-seven books and
hundreds of articles on the Western esoteric traditions, Graeco-Egyptian magic, the Qabalah, the grimoire tradition, ceremonial
magic, British folklore, and European mythology. He has been featured in major media outlets such as the BBC and the Guardian.

www.DavidRankine.com
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These striking tarot bags are delightful accessories for all who love the imagery of our most popular new decks.
Perfect for protecting and transporting tarot cards, oracle decks, runes, sacred objects, jewelry, and much more.
Treat yourself, and your most beloved possessions, with the care and beauty of a deluxe satin bag.

LLEWELLYN

Deluxe Satin Bags

AVAILABLE NOW

Mystical Manga Tarot
Satin Bag
978-0-7387-6020-9
US $14.99 CAN $19.99
6x9

Wonderland Tarot
Satin Bag
978-0-7387-6021-6
US $14.99 CAN $19.99
6x9

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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AVAILABLE THIS WINTER L L E W E L L Y N

Necronomicon Tarot
DONALD TYSON & ANNE STOKES
A popular bestseller now with a new cover and deluxe
box with magnetic closure. This innovative tribute to
renowned occult writer H. P. Lovecraft includes gruesome
gods, sinister monsters, and other strange creatures
that lurk throughout the fully functional tarot deck. All
seven rulers of the Old Ones from Tyson’s Necronomicon
(9780738706276) star among the deck’s trumps. The
symbolism of these vividly illustrated cards corresponds
with astrology, the elements, and the Golden Dawn for an
unmatched reading experience.

DONALD TYSON (Nova Scotia, Canada) is an
occult scholar and the author of the popular, critically
acclaimed Necronomicon series. He has written more
than a dozen books on Western esoteric traditions.
ANNE STOKES (Leeds, UK) is the creator of the Anne
Stokes Legends Tarot (9780738749907). She is a freelance
illustrator whose fantasy art appears on book covers
and in games.
978-0-7387-1086-0 • US $29.99 CAN $38.99

RE-RELEA SED titles from LL EWEL LYN

Boxed kit (5½ x 8) includes a 78-card deck and 240-page guidebook
New cover; retains previous ISBN
OCC024000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Divination / Tarot
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The Craft, Lore & Magick of the Witch’s Grimoire

JASON MANKEY
Discover the fascinating history, tradition, and modern uses of the Book of
Shadows. This fun and easy-to-use guide provides essential information on creating
and consecrating a Book of Shadows, as well as how to make it a part of your
practice. Also enjoy advice and excerpts from the grimoires of well-known modern
and historical Witches.
978-0-7387-5014-9 • US $15.99 CAN $20.99
5 x 7 • 312 pp.
New cover; retains previous ISBN
Trade paperback
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC026000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Witchcraft

L L E W E L L Y N AVAILABLE THIS WINTER

The Witch’s Book of Shadows

The Witch’s Wand
The Craft, Lore, and Magick of Wands & Staffs

ALFERIAN GWYDION MACLIR
With a wave and a flick, The Witch’s Wand shares the history, tradition, and modern
uses of the wand. This book includes spells, rituals, wand-making instructions,
and selections from well-known witches that show how the wand is a constant
companion and source of inspiration.
978-0-7387-4195-6 • US $15.99 CAN $20.99
5 x 7 • 264 pp.
New cover; retains previous ISBN
Trade paperback
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC026000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Witchcraft

The Craft, Lore & Magick of Ritual Blades

JASON MANKEY
Full of practical applications for both the circle and the home, The Witch’s
Athame shows you how to utilize the ritual blade to its highest potential.
Discover everything you need to know about finding the right athame, personalizing
and consecrating it, and using it in your practice.
Also includes contributions by a variety of experts.
978-0-7387-4678-4 • US $15.99 CAN $20.99
5 x 7 • 288 pp.
New cover; retains previous ISBN
Trade paperback
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC026000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Witchcraft

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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AVAILABLE THIS WINTER L L E W E L L Y N

Sticks, Stones, Roots & Bones
Hoodoo, Mojo & Conjuring with Herbs

STEPHANIE ROSE BIRD
Tracing Hoodoo’s magical roots back to West Africa, Stephanie Rose
Bird teaches how to practice Hoodoo-based magic in the twenty-first
century. Learn how sticks, stones, roots, and bones—the basic ingredients
of a Hoodoo mojo bag—can be used to bless the home, find a mate, invoke
wealth, offer protection, improve health and happiness, and much more.
978-0-7387-0275-9 • US $19.99 CAN $25.99
7½ x 9 • 288 pp.
Trade paperback
New cover; retains previous ISBN
Trade paperback
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC033000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Gaia & Earth Energies

How to Heal with Color
TED ANDREWS
Learn how to use color to restore health and balance your energy. Written by
bestselling author Ted Andrews, this book helps you develop healing skills and
includes a chart that lists the beneficial colors for over fifty physical conditions.
With this easy-to-follow guide, you will learn the basics of color healing, why it
works, and simple techniques for healing yourself and others.
978-0-7387-0811-9 • US $11.99 CAN $15.99
5¼ x 8 • 192 pp.

RE-RELEA SED titles from LL EWEL LYN

New cover; retains previous ISBN
Trade paperback
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC011000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Healing / General

30

How To Uncover Your Past Lives
TED ANDREWS
Explore you past lives and gain clear insight into your spiritual purpose for this
lifetime. Popular author Ted Andrews teaches you how to safely and easily explore
past-life memories using self-hypnosis, meditation, dowsing, fragrance, and crystals.
Delving into your past lives also helps you recognize soul mates, understand twin
souls, and let go of negative energy.
978-0-7387-0813-3 • US $9.99 CAN $12.99
5¼ x 8 • 192 pp.
New cover; retains previous ISBN
Trade paperback
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC022000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Afterlife & Reincarnation

WINTER 2019
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Manifest Your Desires

MELITA DENNING & OSBORNE PHILLIPS
Use the power of creative visualization to transform the energy of desire into a
powerful magnetic force to attract the things that you want. This book shares
proven, easy-to-follow techniques for working with the creative flow of the universe
to manifest your desires.
978-0-87542-183-4 • US $15.99 CAN $20.99
5¼ x 8 • 240 pp.
New cover; retains previous ISBN
Trade paperback
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC028000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Magick Studies
OCC010000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Mindfulness & Meditation
SEL027000 Self-Help / Personal Growth / Success

L L E W E L L Y N AVAILABLE THIS WINTER

Practical Guide to Creative Visualization

Practical Guide to Psychic Powers
Awaken Your Sixth Sense

MELITA DENNING & OSBORNE PHILLIPS
This fantastic book is a complete course on developing psychic powers, spirit
communication, clairvoyance, prophecy, divination, psychometry, dowsing, astral
vision, and more. Expert teachers Denning and Phillips show you how to safely
enhance your mental abilities to positively change your life and the lives of those
around you.
978-0-87542-191-9 • US $13.99 CAN $17.99
5¼ x 8 • 288 pp.
New cover; retains previous ISBN
Trade paperback
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC007000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Parapsychology / ESP (Clairvoyance, Precognition, Telepathy)
SEL031000 Self-Help / Personal Growth / General

Strengthen Your Aura

MELITA DENNING & OSBORNE PHILLIPS
This book explains the basic principles and most effective methods of psychic selfdefense so you can master them and adapt them to your own needs. Use psychic
self-defense in your home, workplace, and community to safeguard your well-being,
revitalize your psyche, and radiate greater confidence.
978-0-87542-190-2 • US $13.99 CAN $17.99
5¼ x 8 • 264 pp.
New cover; retains previous ISBN
Trade paperback
Selling Territory: World
World rights available
OCC028000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Magick Studies
SPO027000 Sports & Recreation / Martial Arts & Self-Defense
OCC007000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Parapsychology / ESP (Clairvoyance, Precognition, Telepathy)

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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9780738752464

US $14.99 CAN $19.99

9780738705354

US $14.99 CAN $19.99

9780738707556

US $14.99 CAN $19.99

9780738726960

US $14.95 CAN $19.99

9781567182149

US $14.99 CAN $19.99

9781567185379

US $13.99 CAN $17.99

9780738703848

US $14.99 CAN $19.99

9780738708379

US $14.99 CAN $19.99

9780738751153

US $14.99 CAN $17.50

9780738726243

US $16.99 CAN $21.99

9781567188028

US $14.99 CAN $19.99

9781567183597

US $14.99 CAN $16.95

9781567186253

US $14.99 CAN $19.99

9780738739151

US $14.99 CAN $19.99

9780738730455

US $15.99 CAN $20.99

9780738707440

US $16.99 CAN $21.95

9781567187960

US $14.99 CAN $19.99

9780738708867

US $14.99 CAN $16.95

9780738741918

US $15.99 CAN $18.50

9780738733357

US $15.99 CAN $20.99

9780738711065

US $15.99 CAN $20.99

9780738708072

US $14.99 CAN $16.95

9780738737133

US $14.99 CAN $19.99

9780738708874

US $15.99 CAN $20.99

9781567187984

US $13.99 CAN $17.99

9780738726267

US $14.95 CAN $16.95

9780738723167

US $14.95 CAN $16.95

9780738751986

US $15.99 CAN $20.99

Our popular For Beginners books are accessible
introductions to the most important topics
for the mind, body, and spirit.
Written by leading experts, these books are
essential guides for readers around the world.
9780738732442

US $15.99 CAN $18.50

9781567180572

US $14.99 CAN $16.95

9780738740287

US $16.99 CAN $21.99

9781567187465

US $16.99 CAN $21.99

9780738731117

US $14.95 CAN $16.95

9781567187915

US $14.99 CAN $19.99

9781567183603

US $14.99 CAN $19.50

9780738726373

US $15.99 CAN $19.50

9780738750163

US $14.99 CAN $17.50

9780738735177

US $14.99 CAN $19.99

9780738720609

US $16.99 CAN $21.95

9780738715629

US $14.95 CAN $19.99

9780738719559

US $15.95 CAN $20.99

9780738701929

US $14.99 CAN $19.99

9780738700984

US $14.99 CAN $16.95

9780738745367

US $14.99 CAN $17.50

9780738705064

US $24.99 CAN $28.95

9780738747392

US $14.99 CAN $19.99

9781567187670

US $14.99 CAN $19.99

9780738733098

US $14.99 CAN $19.99

9780738752716

US $16.99 CAN $21.99

9780738702032

US $14.99 CAN $19.99

9780738706610

US $14.99 CAN $16.95

9780738747651

US $14.99 CAN $17.50

9780738738741

US $13.99 CAN $15.95

9780738723297

US $15.95 CAN $20.99

9780738752488

US $15.99 CAN $20.99

9780738715384

US $14.95 CAN $16.95

9780738748283

US $14.99 CAN $19.99

9780738707075

US $13.99 CAN $15.95

9780738707518

US $14.99 CAN $19.50

Sola Busca
Museum Quality Kit

PAOLA GNACCOLINI

JANUARY 2019

One of the oldest tarot decks ever created, the Sola
Busca is known for its alchemical symbolism and
for having inspired many of the minor arcana of
the Rider-Waite-Smith deck. The first entry in Lo
Scarabeo’s Anima Antiqua (Ancient Soul) series,
this deck is now available as a deluxe, oversized kit
with a guidebook in a premium hardbox. These
cards, printed in a larger size on premium cardstock,
have been lovingly printed with great care from
originals found in the greatest collections of rare
tarot decks. Previously sold as a limited-edition deck,
this new museum quality kit enhances the Sola Busca
experience by providing the history behind the deck
as well as card meanings and spread ideas.
978-0-7387-6116-9 • US $45.95 CAN $58.99
Boxed kit (7¾ x 9¼) includes a 78-card deck printed on premium
cardstock and a 144-page guidebook, all packaged in a deluxe box.
OCC024000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Divination / Tarot

34
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Tarot Egyptiens

JANUARY 2019

Also known as the Tarot of Princesses, this is one of
the most beautiful decks inspired by Etteilla, the 18th
century French occultist who was one of the most
popular tarot readers of his time. The French style of
art and symbolism blends in with an Egyptian and
classical style, while the cards follow the insightful
meanings that the French tarot readers gave to them.
This limited-edition, numbered deck is part of Lo
Scarabeo’s Anima Antiqua (Ancient Soul) series, and
has been scanned and printed with the utmost care
from originals found in the greatest collections of
rare tarot decks. Each card includes a reverse and
upright meaning.
978-0-7387-6059-9 • US $34.95 CAN $44.99
Boxed deck (2¾ x 4¾) includes a 78-card deck and
instructional booklet
OCC024000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Divination / Tarot

LIMITED
EDITION

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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Tarot Malefic Time
LUIS ROYO & ROMULO ROYO

JANUARY 2019

Set in a mythological realm of archetypes and apocalypse, this
mystical tarot deck is designed as a guide to insights and choices
as you journey through your own personal story. With art by the
peerless innovator Luis Royo, creator of the Royo Dark Tarot Deck
(9780738733616), this unique deck balances the dark and the light,
showing you the creative power of unexpected challenges in your
spiritual quest for connection and growth.
978-0-7387-6018-6 • US $26.95 CAN $34.99
Boxed deck (2½ x 4½) includes a 78-card deck and instructional booklet
OCC024000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Divination / Tarot

Vice Versa Tarot Deck
MASSIMILIANO FILADORO
& LUNAEA WEATHERSTONE
An extremely creative and unique deck, the Vice Versa Tarot features
art on both sides of the card, one side showing the front view and
one side the back view. Like the two sides of a coin, the Vice Versa Tarot
gives perspective and flow, capturing the energy of day and night,
action and understanding. This is the deck with a little white book.
For the full kit, see Vice Versa Tarot Kit (9780738754369).
978-0-7387-5648-6 • US $23.95 CAN $30.99
Boxed deck (2¾ x 4¾) includes a 78-card deck and instructional booklet
OCC024000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Divination / Tarot

36
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Barbieri Chinese Oracle
PAOLO BARBIERI

978-0-7387-6058-2 • US $17.95 CAN $23.99
Boxed deck (4 x 5¼) includes two 12-card decks
and instructional booklet
OCC005000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Divination / General

FEBRUARY 2019

From the outstanding imagination of artist Paolo Barbieri,
creator of the Barbieri Zodiac Oracle (9780738753768) and the
Barbieri Tarot (9780738747545), this extraordinary oracle deck
brings you into the world of Chinese astrology with signs
based on animals. This fascinating oracle includes two 12-card
decks with identical images, one with black borders and card
backs and the other with white borders and card backs.

Fantasy Cat Satin Bag
Paolo Barbieri’s most popular fantasy cat artwork adorns
this deluxe satin bag. A delightful accessory for protecting
and transporting tarot cards, oracle decks, runes, sacred
objects, jewelry, and much more. Treat yourself, and your
most beloved possessions, with the care and beauty of a
deluxe satin bag.
978-0-7387-6112-1 • US $13.95 CAN $17.99
6x9
OCC000000 Body, Mind & Spirit / General

January 2019

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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Unicorns: Barbieri Fantasy Visions
PAOLO BARBIERI
Step into the visionary world of celebrated artist Paolo Barbieri, and behold the
dreamlike essence of his dazzling unicorns. These mystical creatures bring the
spirit of magic with them as they prance through the surreal landscapes of the
page into the whimsical spaces of your imagination.

JANUARY 2019

978-0-7387-6115-2 • US $19.95 CAN $25.99
8¼ x 11½ • 64 pp.
Hardcover
OCC000000 Body, Mind & Spirit / General

A Practical Guide to the
Lenormand Oracle Cards
CHRISTIANE RENNER
The Lenormand is a unique deck that is perfectly suited to guidance in
day-to-day matters or questions of next steps to take in resolving issues.
This full-color book shares the tips, tricks, hints, and techniques for reading
with the Lenormand, helping you get the most out of your reading experience.
978-0-7387-6113-8 • US $18.95 CAN $24.99
8¼ x 11 • 44 pp.
Hardcover
OCC005000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Divination / General

Reading and Understanding
Marseille Tarot
ANNA MARIA MORSUCCI
Tarot expert Anna Maria Morsucci provides fascinating insights and helpful tips
for reading the Marseille Tarot. This is a perfect companion book for anyone
who wants a deeper understanding of this powerful but mysterious deck. With
a down-to-earth style and a profound perspective on the historical aspects of the
deck, this book will take your reading to a whole new level.
978-0-7387-6114-5 • US $18.95 CAN $24.99
5½ x 8½ • 192 pp.
Hardcover
OCC024000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Divination / Tarot
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TeenAngel Oracle Cards
RITA PIETROSANTO & MIKI OKUDA

978-0-7387-6060-5 • US $23.95 CAN $30.99
Boxed kit (5 x 6¾) includes a 40-card deck and 100-page guidebook
OCC024000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Divination / Tarot

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666

WINTER 2019

JANUARY 2019

Filled with vibrant and uplifting artwork, this deck offers
support to help you navigate the challenges of growing
up in our topsy-turvy world. It invites you to understand
your feelings and to reflect on learning experiences
and the obstacles that seem to stand in your way. Teen
counselor Rita Pietrosanto also provides practical tools
and exercises to help you feel like you’ve totally got this!

39

Foxfire
The Kitsune Oracle

BL

LUCY CAVENDISH & MEREDITH DILLMAN

JANUARY 2019
40

978-0-7387-6096-4 • US $23.95 CAN $30.99
Boxed kit (5 x 6¾) includes a 45-card deck and 144-page guidebook
OCC005000 Body, Mind & Spirit / Divination / General

WINTER 2019
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JULY 2018

Journey into a secret, magickal realm that holds an
ancient power of Eastern spirituality—foxfire. The guardians of foxfire are the remarkable kitsune, legendary
shapeshifting foxes who work with the Shinto deity Inari.
Loyal, wise, and very clever, kitsune bring good fortune
and give sage advice for all matters of the mind, body,
and soul. This enchanting oracle lets you unlock their
strong, protective energies and receive their many gifts
and blessings.

BL

Forever Strange
The Big-Eyed Art of Jasmine Becket-Griffith
JASMINE BECKET-GRIFFITH,
AMBER LOGAN & KACHINA MICKELETTO

AVAILABLE NOW

FEBRUARY 2019

For the past two decades, fantasy artist Jasmine BecketGriffith has entranced a worldwide audience with
her pop-surrealist acrylic paintings. This volume
is an expansive monograph of full-color fine art
reproductions of Jasmine’s recent paintings, and serves
as an heirloom tome for lifelong collectors, while at
the same time providing an exciting introduction to
new fans. Featuring background descriptions and
artistic insights from Jasmine herself, the artworks
are also accompanied by the poetry and short stories
of Amber Logan and Kachina Mickeletto—the artist’s
sisters—and author Matthew David Becket, revealing
the inspiration behind some of the artist’s most wellloved images.
978-0-7387-6019-3 • US $29.95 CAN $38.99
8¾ x 11¾ • 184 pp.
Hardcover with color illustrations
OCC000000 Body, Mind & Spirit / General

ALSO BY JASMINE BECKET-GRIFFITH

978-0-7387-5993-7

978-0-7387-5001-9

978-0-7387-5420-8

Forever Strange interior pages

JASMINE BECKET-GRIFFITH (Celebration, FL) is a world-renowned fantasy artist who paints
with a blend of realism and wide-eyed wonder, exploring gothic themes with elements of classical literature,
the occult, nature, fantasy, and, of course, faeries. Her paintings appear in countless books, notably The World of
Faery, The Art of Faeryroud, Gothic Art Now, and her solo art book Fairy: the Art of Jasmine Becket-Griffith. Her work
also graces television shows and movies, magazines and advertisements, tattoo parlors, theme parks, and lines
of licensed merchandise products distributed at stores such as Hot Topic and Target.
www.Strangeling.com

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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Writing & Creativity Journals
Expand your spirituality and your creative expression with these deluxe paperback journals. With premium quality,
cream-colored, wood-free paper and a combination of lined and unlined pages, the Writing & Creativity Journals are
designed to be sacred spaces for all facets of your self-expression. 44 full-page color art reproductions by Blue Angel’s
most popular artists are interspersed throughout each journal for additional inspiration.

JANUARY 2019

Deluxe paperback journals measure 7 x 9¼ with 220 pages

Lightworker Journal
ALANA FAIRCHILD & MARIO DUGUAY

978-0-7387-6025-4 • US $19.95 CAN $25.99

January 2019

Interior pages from Lightworker Journal

Rumi Journal
ALANA FAIRCHILD & RASSOULI

978-0-7387-6027-8 • US $19.95 CAN $25.99

January 2019

Interior pages from Rumi Journal

Whispers of Lord Ganesha Journal
ANGELA HARTFIELD & EKATERINA GOLOVANOVA

978-0-7387-6026-1 • US $19.95 CAN $25.99

January 2019

Interior pages from
Whispers of Lord Ganesha Journal
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Loving Kindness Journal
TONI CARMINE SALERNO

978-0-7387-6076-6 • US $19.95 CAN $25.99

September 2018

SEPTEMBER 2018

Interior pages from Loving Kindness Journal

Divine Mystery Journal
TONI CARMINE SALERNO

978-0-7387-6078-0 • US $19.95 CAN $25.99

September 2018

Interior pages from Divine Mystery Journal

Inner Reflections Journal
TONI CARMINE SALERNO

978-0-7387-6077-3 • US $19.95 CAN $25.99

September 2018

Interior pages from Inner Reflections Journal

Time for the Soul Journal
TONI CARMINE SALERNO

978-0-7387-6065-0 • US $19.95 CAN $25.99

January 2019

Interior pages from Time for the Soul Journal

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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F

or over 100 years,
Llewellyn has been the
go-to source for almanacs,
calendars, and datebooks.

E

ach contains indispensable
information and features
captivating images from some of
today’s most gifted artists.

Empower your future with the best-known
and most-trusted annual information available.

Llewellyn’s 2019
Astrological Calendar

Llewellyn’s 2019
Witches’ Calendar

86th Edition of the World’s Best Known,
Most Trusted Astrology Calendar

Original scratchboard artwork by

Since 1932, Llewellyn’s Astrological Calendar has been the
best-known, most-trusted astrological calendar. With
evocative artwork, monthly horoscopes, best days for
planting and fishing, rewarding and challenging days,
travel forecasts, and an astrology primer, everyone—from
beginners to advanced astrologers—can use this gorgeous
and beneficial calendar to plan all of life’s most important
events. Discover a wealth of astrological wisdom, tips,
advice, and awe-inspiring art. This edition includes essential
astrological information and major daily aspects, and
features stunning, original art by Sara Winters.

This beautiful calendar features magical wisdom, astrological
data, and Witches’ holidays, making it the perfect choice for
bringing more happiness and enchantment into your year.
Each month features a beautiful original scratchboard
illustration by award-winning artist Kathleen Edwards as
well as an inspiring article and spell or ritual. Discover a May
flower spell for rebirth, a personal ritual for shadow work,
a prosperity spell for the holiday season, how to perform
bibliomancy, how to employ gnomes as home guardians,
and more. Magical correspondences are also included.

978-0-7387-4605-0 • US $15.99 CAN $20.99

12 x 12 • 28 pp.

2019 ANNUALS

KATHLEEN EDWARDS

12 x 12 • 40 pp.

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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978-0-7387-4614-2 • US $14.99 CAN $19.99
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Llewellyn’s 2019 Tarot
Calendar

Llewellyn’s 2019 Dragon
Calendar

Insights, Spreads, and Tips

Original artwork by

BARBARA MOORE

PIYA WANNACHAIWONG

Filled with evocative and beautiful cards chosen by tarot
expert Barbara Moore, Llewellyn’s 2019 Tarot Calendar features
monthly spread ideas, card meanings, symbol explanations,
and reading tips. More than just an attractive collection of
art, this calendar provides unique ideas and inspiration to
take your tarot reading to a whole new level.

Fill your year with the might and magic of dragons.
Featuring Piya Wannachaiwong’s gorgeous and energetic
artwork, Llewellyn’s 2019 Dragon Calendar is the perfect choice
for dragon enthusiasts. These fantastic creatures offer fiery
inspiration and wisdom each month, encouraging you to
live brighter and plan smarter. From graceful wyrms to
powerful wyverns, you’ll meet a variety of amazing dragons.
Includes major US and UK holidays as well as moon phases.

978-0-7387-5465-9 • US $14.99 CAN $19.99
12 x 12 • 28 pp.

978-0-7387-4937-2 • US $14.99 CAN $19.99
12 x 12 • 24 pp.
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Llewellyn’s 2019
Shadowscapes Calendar

Llewellyn’s 2019
Magical Faery Calendar

STEPHANIE PUI-MUN LAW

EMILY FIEGENSCHUH
2019 ANNUALS

N—EforW
—
2019

New for 2019! Featuring the captivating and beautifully
detailed art of Emily Fiegenschuh, Llewellyn’s 2019 Magical
Faery Calendar will fill your year with bright and joyful faeries.
Each month offers an enchanting watercolor painting that
will inspire you to use the wisdom of these faeries to live a
happier, more magical life. This lovely calendar includes
major US and UK holidays and moon quarters.

978-0-7387-4938-9 • US $14.99 CAN $19.99

12 x 12 • 24 pp.

978-0-7387-5761-2 • US $14.99 CAN $19.99

12 x 12 • 24 pp.

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666

WINTER 2019
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Featuring the fantastic artwork of renowned artist Stephanie
Pui-Mun Law, Llewellyn’s 2019 Shadowscapes Calendar will fill
your year with dreamlike beauty infused with universal
symbols found in fairy tales, myths, and folklore from
cultures around the world. Weaving together Asian, Celtic,
and fantasy themes, this calendar invites you into a magical
world unlike any you’ve encountered before. It also includes
major US and UK holidays as well as new and full moons.

47

Barbieri Fantasy Cats
Calendar 2019

FABIO LISTRANI

PAOLO BARBIERI

2019 ANNUALS

Santa Muerte
Calendar 2019

N—EforW
—

N—EforW
—

CALENDARS, DATEBOOKS & ALMANACS
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2019

Based on the art of the groundbreaking Santa Muerte Tarot
(978-0-7387-5438-3), this calendar is a masterpiece of
imagery and mysticism inspired by one of the most important
figures of contemporary spirituality. As the patron saint of
lost causes and those who have been marginalized by society,
Santa Muerte has a following of millions. Fabio Listrani’s
bold art captures the essence of this powerful saint, and it
can help create a space for spiritual practice or act as a daily
reminder that petitions are answered and guidance comes to
those who seek it.

Master illustrator Paolo Barbieri strikes the perfect balance
between elegant realism and ethereal fantasy to create
a calendar full of uniquely exquisite art. You are sure
to enjoy the charming surprises and subtly humorous
scenes that flow from Barbieri’s untamed imagination. The
mystique of the feline has never been shown with such lush
atmosphere and impeccable detail. When you enter the
world of Barbieri’s Fantasy Cats, you will want to linger and
drink in the unmistakable sense of magic.

978-0-7387-5881-7 • US $13.99 CAN $17.99

12 x 12 • 24 pp.

978-0-7387-5882-4 • US $13.99 CAN $17.99

12 x 12 • 24 pp.

WINTER 2019
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Alchemy 1977 Gothic
2019 Calendar
ALCHEMY 1977
2019 ANNUALS
CALENDARS, DATEBOOKS & ALMANACS

Evocative, mystical, and richly illustrated with Alchemy
1977’s unique brand of mesmerizing gothic artwork, this
sixteen-month calendar will guide you through the year
with a new appreciation for the realm of shadows. The
Alchemy 1977 Gothic 2019 Calendar includes a designed grid
for each month, so you can enjoy even more gothic artwork
throughout the year. Discover the unforgettable world of
Alchemy 1977 and the powerful mysteries that live within
each gorgeous piece of art.
978-0-7387-4936-5• US $14.99 CAN $19.99
12 x 12 • 24 pp

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666
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Llewellyn’s 2019 Astrological
Pocket Planner

Llewellyn’s 2019 Daily Planetary Guide

Llewellyn’s 2019 Herbal Almanac

Llewellyn’s 2019 Magical Almanac

Complete Astrology At-A-Glance
9780738746074 • US $12.99 CAN $16.99
5¼ x 8 • 208 pp • Perfect bound

A Practical Guide to Growing, Cooking & Crafting
9780738746074 • US $14.99 CAN $19.99
5¼ x 8 • 312 pp • Spiral bound

Practical Magic for Everyday Living
9780738746098 • US $14.99 CAN $19.99
5¼ x 8 • 288 pp • Perfect bound

A favorite resource for beginners and advanced astrologers for more than twenty years,
Llewellyn’s Astrological Pocket Planner shows
you how to pinpoint ideal times to plant a garden, begin new projects, conduct self-reflection, go fishing, and more.

Using the energy of the cosmos to plan your
year is easy with Llewellyn’s 2019 Daily Planetary Guide, the most trusted and astrologically
detailed guidebook available. Determine the
best time to do anything on a monthly, weekly,
and daily basis—and even down to the minute.
Even beginners can use this powerful planner!

Llewellyn’s Herbal Almanac provides practical
ideas on how to benefit from nature’s most versatile plants, including hands-on projects and
tips for gardening, cooking, crafts, health, and
beauty. This edition features an exciting new
resource section as well as a monthly gardening planner. Discover a wealth of history, lore,
and hands-on ideas for all skill levels.

For more than twenty-five years, this almanac
has provided useful spells, rituals, and ideas
that inspire all levels of practitioners. This year’s
edition features nearly three dozen compelling
articles on working with ancestors, processing
grief, creating an urban elemental garden, sigil
witchery, healing circles, and much more.

Llewellyn’s 2019 Moon Sign Book

Llewellyn’s 2019 Moon Sign Datebook

Llewellyn’s 2019 Sabbats Almanac

Llewellyn’s 2019 Sun Sign Book

Plan Your Life by the Cycles of the Moon
9780738746104 • US $12.99 CAN $16.99
5¼ x 8 • 312 pp • Perfect bound

Weekly Planning by the Cycles of the Moon
9780738754628 • US $12.99 CAN $16.99
5¼ x 8 • 168 pp • Perfect bound

Rituals Crafts Recipes Folklore
9780738746111 • US $12.99 CAN $16.99
5¼ x 8 • 312 pp • Perfect bound

Horoscopes for Everyone
9780738746135 • US $12.99 CAN $16.99
5¼ x 8 • 288 pp • Perfect bound

A bestseller since 1905, this book has helped
millions take advantage of the moon’s dynamic
energies. Use this essential life-planning tool
to choose the best dates for almost anything:
getting married, buying or selling your home,
requesting a promotion, applying for a loan,
and much more. Also includes the popular
lunar timing tips on planting and harvesting.

An essential companion to the bestselling
Llewellyn’s Moon Sign Book, this weekly planner features tips for gardening by the moon,
retrogrades, void-of-course periods, equinoxes, moon lore, and solstices—everything
you need to plan a successful future. Tabbed
pages for easy flip-to reference and lay-flat design with calendar spreads.

Get a new perspective on honoring the Wheel
of the Year from your favorite Wiccan and
Pagan authors. Plan uplifting celebrations
and sustainable seasonal activities. Perform
sabbat-specific rituals and family activities.
Create tasty treats and crafts as reminders of
the season’s gifts and discover astrological
influences to help you plan rituals.

Discover exciting astrological opportunities
in 2019. With horoscopes for every sign by
astrologer Lesley Francis, you’ll find answers
to your questions about money, career, relationships, and more. Included are rewarding/challenging days for each month and
a guide to find the best dates to begin a
romance, move, ask for a raise, and more.

Llewellyn’s 2019 Witches’ Companion

Llewellyn’s 2019 Witches’ Datebook

A Guide to Contemporary Living
9780738746159 • US $12.99 CAN $16.99
5¼ x 8 • 288 pp • Perfect bound

9780738746166 • US $12.99 CAN $16.99
5¼ x 8 • 168 pp • Spiral bound

Llewellyn’s 2019 Witches’
Spell-A-Day Almanac

Daily Ephemeris & Aspectarian 2018-2020
9780738746067 • US $9.99 CAN $12.99
4¼ x 6 • 192 pp • Perfect bound

Live your Craft every day with Llewellyn’s
Witches’ Companion. Whether you seek
magical self-care, provocative insights from a
Witch’s perspective, or practical Craft ideas,
this book has everything you need. Includes
more than two dozen articles from today’s best
Witch writers, a sixteen-month calendar, lunar
information, and more.

WINTER 2019

Live your craft throughout the year and stay
organized while you do it. Llewellyn’s 2019
Witches’ Datebook features beautiful illustrations from award-winning artist Kathleen
Edwards and provides fresh, new ideas for celebrating the sacred seasons with tasty sabbat
recipes, Witchy tips, and fascinating articles
on connecting magically with birds, visualizing
with all five senses, and much more.

•

•

•

9780738746173 • US $12.99 CAN $16.99
5¼ x 8 • 264 pp • Perfect bound
Enjoy a new spell every day with Llewellyn’s
2019 Witches’ Spell-a-Day Almanac. Spellcasters of all levels can enhance their lives with
these easy bewitchments, recipes, rituals, and
meditations. From popular writers like Melanie
Marquis and Deborah Blake, these 365 spells
require minimal supplies and are helpful for
every occasion.
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The Orisha Tarot
Andrew McGregor,
Obá’tilemí

978-0-7387-5005-7
US $29.99 CAN $38.99

978-0-7387-5352-2
US $29.99 CAN $38.99

Boxed kit (5½ x 8) includes
a 78-card deck and 216page guidebook
September 2018

Bursting with color and energy, this captivating
deck is designed to bridge the public aspects of
orisha wisdom with a traditional tarot usable by
everyone. Created by an initiated practitioner,
The Orisha Tarot holds deep meaning for
anyone who reads with it. This dynamic kit also
includes a color guidebook.

Magic for the
Resistance

Llewellyn’s
Complete Book of
the Rider-WaiteSmith Tarot

Rituals and Spells for Change

Michael M. Hughes

A Journey Through
the History, Meaning,
and Use of...

978-0-7387-5996-8
US $15.99 CAN $20.99

264 pp • 5¼ x 8
September 2018

978-0-7387-5884-8
US $23.99 CAN $30.99

Boxed kit (4 x 6) includes
a 48-card deck and 112page guidebook
Available Now

Integrate the knowledge of the old ways with
the Witches’ Wisdom Oracle Cards. This kit
encapsulates the wisdom of healers, teachers,
herbalists, and gifted oracles who are the
custodians of the Craft. Includes a guidebook
with sample spreads, easy-to-remember
invocations, information about the cards, and
more.

You Are Magical
Tess Whitehurst
978-0-7387-5678-3
US $16.99 CAN $21.99

240 pp • 5¼ x 8
September 2018

Sasha Graham
978-0-7387-5319-5
US $37.99
CAN $48.99

Carl Llewellyn
Weschcke
Pioneer & Publisher of
Body, Mind & Spirit

Melanie Marquis
978-0-7387-5327-0
US $26.99 CAN $34.99

360 pp • 6 x 9
Hardcover with dust jacket
September 2018

Carl Llewellyn Weschcke will forever be known
as the Father of the New Age. In vivid and
entertaining detail, this book tells Carl’s story,
from a childhood influenced by his Spiritualist
grandfather to his stewardship of a worldfamous publishing company. Includes 100
photos as well as contributions from friends,
family, artists, authors, and collaborators.

Rooted in Peace
An Inspiring Story of
Finding Peace Within

Greg Reitman
978-0-7387-5402-4
US $16.99 CAN $21.99

RECENT RELEASES

Discover the magic of dogs with this charming
kit that showcases a variety of breeds, each
facing life lessons that reveal the answers to
your biggest questions. Featuring elemental
suits and court cards inspired by dog packs, this
Rider-Waite-based deck transforms man’s best
friend into the tarot reader’s perfect companion.

Boxed kit (5½ x 8) includes
a 78-card deck and 360page color guidebook
September 2018

Witches’ Wisdom
Oracle Cards
Barbara MeiklejohnFree, Flavia Kate Peters
& Richard Crookes

LLEWELLYN

Magical Dogs Tarot
Mickie and Daniel
Mueller

216 pp • 5¼ x 8
September 2018

504 pp • 8 x 10
September 2018
From the author of the Spell to Bind Donald
Trump, which became a viral phenomenon,
comes a book of spells, rituals, and fascinating
historical examples of magical resistance
designed to help you make the world a better
place. These magical workings for social
justice can be used by activists of any spiritual
background.

Discover the fascinating history of the RiderWaite-Smith tarot, the bestselling deck of all
time. This book features a complete analysis
of what each card means and 78 spreads to
help you integrate each card’s spiritual energy.
Learn how Pamela Colman Smith and Arthur
Waite created a deck that strongly influences
the world today.

Llewellyn’s Little
Book of Halloween
Mickie Mueller
978-0-7387-5821-3
US $12.99 CAN $16.99

This fun, pocket-sized book shares everything
you need to know to celebrate when the veil
between the worlds is at its thinnest. Learn
how cats, bats, ghosts, and skeletons became
associated with Halloween. Filled with crafts,
recipes, spells, tutorials, and other unique ideas,
this little book will help you make the most of
this holiday.

Waking Up Together

The Little Book
of Cat Magic

Guy Finley

Spells, Charms & Tales

240 pp • 5¼ x 8
September 2018

Join Nick Redfern as he delves deep into the
long history of struggle between humans and
supernatural creatures that feed on life-force
energy. Explore the ways of Shadow People,
supernatural seducers, poltergeists, tulpas, the
Slenderman, Men in Black, and more. This
in-depth guide features chilling tales and
encounters from across the United States.

More Than 400
Aromatherapy
Recipes for Mind,
Emotions & Spirit

288 pp • 4½ x 6¼
Hardcover with gold
foil, rounded corners,
2-color interior
October 2018

Vannoy Gentles Fite
978-0-7387-5663-9
US $37.99
CAN $48.99

978-0-7387-5409-3
US $17.99 CAN $23.99

312 pp • 5¼ x 8
October 2018

Renowned spiritual teacher Guy Finley shares
key insights and lessons for building a beautiful
relationship with the one you love and improving
relationships with everyone you know. With
hands-on exercises to help you put this brilliant
material into practice, this book shows you how
to heal your core wounds so your relationships
can thrive.

Tarot
Correspondences
Ancient Secrets for
Everyday Readers

T. Susan Chang
978-0-7387-5512-0
US $29.99 CAN
$38.99

408 pp • 8 x 10
October 2018

Deborah Blake
978-0-7387-5323-2
US $15.99 CAN $20.99

240 pp • 5 x 7
Hardcover with 2-color
interior
October 2018

Deepen the bond between you and your cat as
you weave magic together. This wonderful and
witchy book is filled with a wide variety of spells,
charms, crafts, and recipes that you can use to
improve the lives of both you and your feline
friends. It has something for everyone who loves
cats and magic.

The Orphic Hymns
A New Translation for
the Occult Practitioner

Patrick Dunn
978-0-7387-5344-7
US $40.00 CAN $51.99

336 pp • 6 x 9
Hardcover with dust jacket
October 2018

FA L L 2 0 1 8

Essential Oils
for Emotional
Wellbeing

978-0-7387-5395-9
US $12.99 CAN $16.99

Explore exciting new case studies and research
findings from the world-famous Newton
Institute. This handy pocket-sized book
provides an introduction to Life Between Lives,
regression hypnotherapy, past-life regression,
and reincarnation. You’ll find expert advice,
exercises, and techniques for your own journey
of spiritual self-discovery.

Relationship Magic

The Voracious Appetites
of Soul-Sucking
Supernatural Entities
978-0-7387-5355-3
US $16.99 CAN $21.99

Llewellyn’s Little
Book of Life
Between Lives
The Newton Institute

Providing advice from leading environmentalists
and spiritual teachers, this book helps you
engage with your own sense of inner peace.
Featuring wisdom from activists including Al
Gore, Desmond Tutu, Deepak Chopra, Pete
Seeger, Dr. Mehmet Oz, and many others,
Rooted in Peace is a guide for your journey
toward compassion and enlightenment.

Paranormal Parasites

Nick Redfern

240 pp • 4½ x 6¼
Hardcover with gold foil
and rounded corners,
2-color interior
September 2018

With dozens of spells for every major purpose,
You Are Magical shows you how to fully embrace
your spirituality and create positive change in
yourself and the world. You’ll discover the legacy
of your magic, how it’s uniquely yours, and
exactly what ingredients and steps you need to
craft a truly magnificent life.

432 pp • 7½ x 9¼
October 2018

Bring essential oil knowledge that has been
gathered through the ages into your modern
life. Featuring more than 400 step-by-step
recipes, this book makes it easy for you to take
control of your wellness and spiritual journey.
It’s well-organized and features everything from
lotions and bath bombs to powders and sprays.

www.Llewellyn.com • 1-800-843-6666

Focusing on four main systems of
correspondences—the elements, astrology,
numbers, and Kabbalah—this book helps you
explore and integrate the images, associations,
and myths of tarot. It provides comprehensive
correspondence tables for court cards, majors,
minors, and the four suits, making this book a
must-have resource.

The Orphic hymns are fascinating historical
artifacts—87 devotions, invocations, and
entreaties to the Greek gods that are as powerful
today as they were thousands of years ago.
Designed for contemporary spiritual practice
and spellcrafting, this premium hardcover
edition features new English translations along
with the original Greek on facing pages.
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Trail of Terror

Haunted World War II

The Black Monk of
Pontefract, Cripple Creek
Jail, Firehouse Phantom,
and Other True Hauntings

Soldier Spirits, Ghost Planes
& Strange Synchronicities

Richard Estep
978-0-7387-5606-6
US $16.99 CAN $21.99

288 pp • 5¼ x 8
October 2018

Experience an exciting journey to haunted
locations across the United States and England.
From the home of the king of poltergeists to the
Cripple Creek Jail, Richard Estep gives you an
in-depth look at these supernatural phenomena,
presenting details so vivid you can almost feel
each chilling presence that he encounters.

Matthew L. Swayne
978-0-7387-5579-3
US $16.99 CAN $21.99

264 pp • 5¼ x 8
October 2018

Discover battlefields in Europe and invasion
sites in the South Pacific where the spirits of
soldiers, sailors, and civilians return again and
again to recreate their last moments, unable—
or unwilling—to let the past go. This book
presents eyewitness reports and chilling tales
about World War II’s paranormal legacy.

978-0-7387-5778-0
US $16.99 CAN $21.99

978-0-7387-5163-4
US $14.99 CAN $19.99

264 pp • 5¼ x 8
October 2018

The sprawling, mysterious castles of England
are incredible sights to behold, but even more
captivating are the ghosts that dwell within
them. This book invites you to explore nearly
100 English castles and meet the spirits that
roam their grounds, from the tallest towers to
the deepest tunnels.

A Psychic’s Life

Spirit Messages

Create a Powerful and
Affirming Relationship
with Your Body

What It’s Really Like

Inspiring Stories about
Mediumship and Experiences
from the Other Side

Robert Butera,
PhD & Jennifer
Kreatsoulas, PhD

Michael Bodine
978-0-7387-5866-4
US $16.99 CAN $21.99

240 pp • 5¼ x 8
November 2018

240 pp • 6 x 9
November 2018

Transform
negative
words,
thoughts,
perspectives, and beliefs into personal
empowerment with Body Mindful Yoga’s
unique approach to combining yoga and the
power of language. With this book’s four body
mindful steps—Listen, Learn, Love, and Live—
you can begin to move through the world
with an attitude that radiates self-confidence,
contentment, and peace of mind.

Michael Bodine shares his most fascinating
stories as a celebrity psychic. Discover how
Michael receives information from the other
side, how he deals with the responsibilities
that come with psychic knowledge, and how
he grew up in a psychic family. This book is an
all-access pass to one of the world’s most unique
mystical minds.

Elizabeth Owens
978-0-7387-5619-6
US $16.99 CAN $21.99

216 pp • 5¼ x 8
November 2018

Through amazing and enlightening stories
about the many spirits with whom she has
communicated, Elizabeth Owens welcomes you
into the world of mediumship. Spirit Messages
presents thought-provoking and heartwarming
examples of how spirit communication is natural
and beneficial to people from all walks of life.

312 pp • 5 x 7
November 2018

Obtain the guidance you need to make
better decisions, improve your health, and
take purposeful action with renowned author
Cyndi Dale. It provides step-by-step instructions
for using six styles of this psychic skill, as well as
exercises to improve your skills. This essential
guide helps you enhance your spirituality and
attract great opportunities.

Forbidden
Mysteries of
Faery Witchcraft
Storm Faerywolf
978-0-7387-5652-3
US $22.99
CAN $29.99

360 pp • 7½ x 9¼
November 2018

Walk the bardic path of poetry, art, song, and
ecstasy as you cultivate the power of the forsaken
shadows. Guiding you through enchantments,
demonic rituals, divine possession, necromancy,
and Occultus Maleficum, this book helps
you cultivate techniques for refining and
strengthening your own magical will.

The Witch’s Altar

How to Use a Crystal

Animal Healing

Magical Folkhealing

The Craft, Lore & Magick
of Sacred Space

50 Practical Rituals &
Spiritual Activities for
Inspiration and Wellbeing

Hands On Holistic
Techniques

Herbs, Oils, and Recipes for
Health, Healing, and Magic

Richard Webster

Niki J. Senior

D.J. Conway

978-0-7387-5777-3
US $17.99 CAN $23.99

978-0-7387-5754-4
US $17.99 CAN $23.99

Jason Mankey & Laura
Tempest Zakroff
978-0-7387-5796-4
US $15.99 CAN $20.99

288 pp • 5 x 7
November 2018

Discover the fascinating history, tradition, and
modern uses of the Witch’s altar. From building
and maintaining your altar to exploring the use
of mobile and hidden altars, this book offers
advice, techniques, and fun. Whether you’re
seeking advice from magical writers or ways to
troubleshoot a problem, The Witch’s Altar has
everything you need.
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Raise Clairaudient
Energy
Cyndi Dale

Body Mindful Yoga

978-0-7387-5673-8
US $17.99 CAN $23.99

978-0-7387-5670-7
US $16.99 CAN $21.99

312 pp • 5¼ x 8
November 2018

Bestselling author Richard Webster presents
an accessible and inspiring guide filled with
practical rituals and activities that can be
performed with a single stone. Once you have
your chosen crystal, you can explore more than
fifty ways to work with it: attract love, control
stress, bless your home, enhance creativity, and
much more.

264 pp • 6 x 9
December 2018

Animal Healing offers detailed information
on how to sense, establish, and attune your
awareness to animal energy. You’ll learn to
activate wellness on all levels and deepen the
bond with your animal. Providing in-depth
descriptions and case studies about each
healing modality, this book reveals the true
nature of emotional animal health.

312 pp • 5¼ x 8
December 2018

Discover magical wisdom that has been passed
down through generations in this guide to using
herbs for spiritual, emotional, and mental health
and healing. Packed with natural remedies and
recipes from D.J. Conway and her grandmother,
this beginner-friendly handbook is a magical
formulary that anyone can use to make life
better.

Chakra Wisdom

Angel Intuition

Strange Heavens

Elements of Magic

Healing Negative Thoughts,
Feelings, and Beliefs
with Meditation, Yoga,
and the Traya Process

A Psychic’s Guide to the
Language of Angels

The Celestial Sphere
and its Influence on
Mythology, Religion, and
Belief in the Paranormal

Reclaiming Earth, Air,
Fire, Water & Spirit

Philip J. Imbrogno

978-0-7387-5714-8
US $19.99 CAN $25.99

Trish O’Sullivan
978-0-7387-5743-8
US $17.99 CAN $23.99

288 pp • 6 x 9
December 2018

Discover how to process emotional and spiritual
blocks as you heal the wounds that interfere
with personal fulfillment. Therapist, yogi, and
healer Trish O’Sullivan shares a system known
as Traya, which utilizes the chakras as tools to
better understand, work with, and heal the mind
so you can realize the full potential of your life.
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Haunted Castles
of England
J G Montgomery
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Tanya Carroll Richardson
978-0-7387-5616-5
US $16.99 CAN $21.99

336 pp • 5¼ x 8
December 2018

Tanya Carroll Richardson shows how to
invite angels to play a larger role in your life.
Discover how to communicate with them and
receive their guidance for healing old wounds,
finding your soul’s calling, creating healthier
relationships, and more. Angel Intuition shares
inspiring examples and stories of how angels
can help you realize your destiny.

978-0-7387-5604-2
US $19.99 CAN $25.99

360 pp • 6 x 9
December 2018

Explore the myths, religions, and spiritual
experiences that have emerged from humanity’s
relationship with the celestial sphere. Philip
J. Imbrogno describes the ancient fascination
with the constellations, the influence of
history’s great astronomers, the evolution of
science fiction, the role of space in the popular
imagination, and more.

Edited by Jane Meredith
& Gede Parma
408 pp • 6 x 9
December 2018

This book shows you how to find the magic
within yourself—to learn, experiment, and
strengthen your skills as you discover or renew
your connection to the source of your power.
With brilliant contributions from members of the
international Reclaiming community, Elements
of Magic is a treasury of spells, exercises,
practices, and perspectives.
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365 Days of Hoodoo
Daily Rootwork, Mojo
& Conjuration

Stephanie Rose Bird

Understanding the
Theories & Symbols...

978-0-7387-4784-2
US $19.99 CAN $25.99

Papus, Mark
Anthony Mikituk &
John Michael Greer

432 pp • 5¼ x 8
December 2018

978-0-7387-5497-0
US $60.00
CAN $75.00

A Mystical Path to
Uniting the Tree of
Life & the Great Work

Harnessing the Enormous
Potential of the Mind

Daniel Moler
978-0-7387-5763-6
US $21.99 CAN
$28.99

264 pp • 6 x 9
New edition; new cover;
new ISBN
September 2018
Back in print with a new cover! This
groundbreaking guide explores the true nature
of the conscious and subconscious and reveals
how you can use them together to achieve any
goal. Featuring true case studies of successful
self-hypnosis, it presents clear scripts and easyto-follow techniques.

The Real Witches’
Handbook

The Real
Witches’ Craft

How to Invoke their Powers

A Complete Introduction
to the Craft

The Definitive
Handbook of Advanced
Magical Techniques

978-0-7387-5741-4
US $29.99 CAN $38.99

456 pp • 7 x 10
New edition; new cover;
new ISBN
November 2018

312 pp • 7 x10
New edition; new cover;
new ISBN
October 2018

978-0-7387-5941-8
US $16.99 CAN $21.99

Magick of the Gods
and Goddesses
D.J. Conway

978-0-7387-5740-7
US $22.99 CAN $29.99

Fusing Hermetic Qabalah and Peruvian
shamanic practices, this book lays out a template
for exploring the inner and outer worlds in the
tradition of the ancients. Discover how you
can make your own way through the Great
Work—communing with the unseen entities and
elements of the universe and achieving union
with the Divine.

Carl Llewellyn Weschcke
& Joe H. Slate, PhD

Back in print with a new cover! Magick of
the Gods and Goddesses is a comprehensive
reference guide to the myths and deities from
ancient religions around the world. You can
easily find the information you need to develop
your own rituals and practice with this fantastic
book.

Kate West
978-0-7387-6002-5
US $16.99 CAN $21.99

208 pp • 6¼ x 8½
Back in print; previous
ISBN 978-0-73871375-5

This grounded introduction to witchcraft
separates the Hollywood myth from the everyday
reality, with all the practical advice you need to
follow the Witch’s way. Join renowned Witch
Kate West as she explores beliefs, practices,
festivals, and folklore. Discover spells, charms,
healing potions, affirmations, and herbal magic.

Kate West

RECENT RELEASES

This practical, do-it-yourself guide shows how
to use spells, rites, recipes, mojos, and curios to
enrich your life and be ready for whatever comes
your way. You’ll learn the basics of Hoodoo,
and then gradually build your knowledge day
after day. This book also features lore, prayers,
potions, altars, baths, and meditations.

The Mysterious
Magickal Cat
Mythology, Folklore,
Spirits, and Spells
D.J. Conway

Back in print with a new cover! Bestselling
author D. J. Conway offers a complete look at
the feline family, from what it means when a cat
flicks his tail to how to use discarded whiskers
in your practice. Discover the lore and origins
of cats, cat-related spells, and so much more.

Secrets of Self
Hypnosis

288 pp • 7½ x 9¼
December 2018

432 pp • 8 x 10
December 2018

Hardcover with dust jacket. One of the most
influential books in modern occultism and never
before published in English, Papus’s Elementary
Treatise of Occult Science explores a fascinating
interpretation of the history of the world and
develops a powerful approach to decoding
esoteric symbolism. This premium hardcover
edition showcases the ideas of one of history’s
most profound magical thinkers.

Shamanic
Qabalah

LLEWELLYN

Elementary
Treatise of
Occult Science

978-0-7387-6001-8
US $22.99 CAN $29.99

304 pp • 7½ x 9½
Back in print; previous
ISBN 978-0-73871374-8

The Real Witches’ Craft is a feast of magical
guidance. Bestselling author Kate West shares
techniques for raising energy, working on the
astral plane, pathworking, developing your sixth
sense, and much more. This book guides you in
mastering the finer points of spellworking so you
can take your magic to the next level.

Hellenismos
Practicing Greek
Polytheism Today

Tony Mierzwicki
978-0-7387-2593-2
US $19.99 CAN $25.99

312 pp • 6 x 9
August 2018

Hellenismos shows how to bring back ancient
Greek religion in all of its powerful glory. Learn
how to forge personal relationships with the
ancient Greek deities. Recreate the practices
of the Greeks and enjoy the richness of
their spiritual rites. Includes history, heroes,
festival observances, and ways to integrate
reconstruction into your practice.
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going to www.Llewellyn.com and clicking on
“Booksellers” (top right corner).
SALES REPRESENTATIVES
Michelle Palazzolo
Metaphysical Retailers
1-800-843-6666 ext. 8419
MichelleP@Llewellyn.com
Katie Kane
Library
1-800-843-6666 ext. 8428
KatieK@Llewellyn.com
For the independent bookstore market, Llewellyn
also has the following sales representation:
Abraham Associates, Inc.
Phone: 800-701-2489; Fax: 952-927-8089
Email: Info@AABookReps.com
(IN, IL, IA, KS, KY, MI, MN, MO, OH, NE, ND, SD, WI)

Chesapeake & Hudson, Inc.
Phone: 800-231-4469; Fax: 800-307-5163
Email: Office@ChesHud.com
(DE, CT, MA, MD, ME, NH, NJ, NY, PA, RI, VT, DC)

Karel / Dutton Group
Phone: 415-668-0829; Fax: 415-668-2463
Email: HKarel@Comcast.net
(AK, AZ, CA, CO, HI, ID, MT, NM, NV, OR, UT, WA, WY)

Southeastern Book Travelers, LLC
Phone: 205-682-8570; Fax: 770-804-2013
Email: SBTOrders@BellSouth.net
(AL, AR, FL, GA, LA, MS, NC, OK, SC, TN, TX, VA, WV)

If you have never ordered directly from Llewellyn
and wish to do so, please contact Mary Ruud to
set up an account.
Mary Ruud
1-800-843-6666 ext. 8415
MaryR@Llewellyn.com
First time customers receive a 50% discount and
free freight on a minimum order of ten items.
All customers have two payment options:
• Apply for net 30 terms
Contact Mary Ruud
1-800-843-6666 ext. 8415
MaryR@Llewellyn.com
• Pay by credit card

DISCOUNT SCHEDULE
For U.S. Book Retailers and Libraries
Titles from Llewellyn and Midnight Ink may be
combined for this discount. Shipping charged on
all orders.
Any Quantity, assorted

46%

BACKORDER POLICY
We will ship backorders when at least 4 copies have
accumulated or, we will ship after 60 days from
order date regardless of quantity. Any backorder
associated with a credit card order will ship
automatically without advanced notification. Credit
card information cannot be changed on existing
orders. Call your representative for more options.

RETURNS
TO RECEIVE CREDIT FOR YOUR RETURN YOU MUST
FOLLOW THESE RULES. IF IN OUR JUDGEMENT A
RETURN DOES NOT QUALIFY FOR CREDIT WE WILL
NOT SEND THE BOOKS BACK TO YOU. PLEASE
READ THESE RULES CAREFULLY AND CALL US
WITH ANY QUESTIONS AT 1-800-843-6666. THE
RULES HAVE BEEN MODIFIED AND WILL BE
ENFORCED STARTING SEPTEMBER 1ST, 2008.
1. 	Overstocks must be returned to Llewellyn
within 12 months of invoice date to receive
credit.
2. 	All books must be in undamaged, saleable
condition upon receipt at Llewellyn in order to
receive credit; books received damaged, not
in saleable condition, will not qualify for credit.

5. 	Your return credit will be placed on your
account to be used against future purchases
or any previous balance and will not be
refunded in cash or other remuneration.
6. 	Send returns to: Llewellyn Returns,
2143 Wooddale Dr., Woodbury, MN 55125;
specify what is being returned, reason for
return, and the name and address of who is
sending the returns.
7. 	Do not include other correspondences
such as payments, order, or other important
communications with your returns.
8. 	Claims on goods that you receive from us
damaged or as short shipments, must be
made within 10 days of receipt.
9. 	Claims on such defects as misprints, missing
pages, and pages out of alignment must
be made within 180 days of invoice date.
You will be credited with return postage on
defective merchandise.
10. 	Out of print titles may be returned to
Llewellyn for full credit up to 6 months after
being declared OP.
11. 	Returns for Llewellyn dated product will not
be accepted before April 1 of the cover year
except by special permission.
2019 Annuals include Alchemy Gothic Calendar,
Astrological Calendar, Astrological Pocket Planner,
Daily Planetary Guide, Dragon Calendar, Herbal
Almanac, Magical Almanac, Magical Faery Calendar,
Moon Sign Book, Moon Sign Datebook, Sabbats
Almanac, Shadowscapes Calendar, Sun Sign
Book, Tarot Calendar, Witches’ Calendar, Witches’
Companion, Witches’ Datebook, Witches’ Spell-ADay Almanac, Santa Meurte Calendar, and Barbieri
Fantasy Cats Calendar.

ORDER ONLINE
If you’re already a Llewellyn customer,
you can order from us online.
Go to Booksellers.Llewellyn.com.
Your email address is your username.
Type in your password in
uppercase letters.

___________________________

SUBSIDIARY RIGHTS

3. 	All returned goods must have been
purchased from Llewellyn directly,
according to our records.

World rights: Oxana Schroeder
1-800-843-6666, ext. 8416 or 651‑312‑8416
OxanaS@Llewellyn.com

4. 	Credit for returns will be calculated at the
most recent discounted purchase of that
title on your account.

Domestic Rights: Katie Stark
1-800-843-6666, ext. 8363 or 651‑312‑8363
KStark@Llewellyn.com

All changes supersede previous catalog terms effective September 1, 2018. All prices are subject to change.

AUTHOR EVENTS
All author event inquiries should be directed to: AuthorEvents@Llewellyn.com
Please order books 3 – 4 weeks in advance of the event to ensure delivery. If you wish to apply for terms, allow an extra 3 weeks.
For more information or to place an order, call Customer Service or your sales representative, 1-800-843-6666.
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North American Distributors
AKJ Books

Halethorpe, MD
Tel: 800-922-6066
www.akjbooks.com

Azure Green/Abyss

Middlefield, MA
Tel: 1-800-326-0804
www.azuregreen.com

Baker & Taylor

Bridgewater, NJ
Tel: 1-800-775-2300
Fax: 800-775-3500
www.btol.com

Blackwell’s Book Service
Blackwood, NJ
Tel: 800-257-7341
856-228-6097
www.blackwell.com

Book House Inc.

Jonesville, MI
Tel: 800-248-1146
800-858-9716
www.thebookhouse.com

Booksource

St Louis, MO
Tel: 800-444-0435
800-647-1923
www.booksource.com

Brodart

Williamsport, PA
Tel: 800-474-9816
www.brodart.com

Coutts Library Service

Niagara Falls, NY
Tel: 800-263-1686
Fax: 905-356-5064
www.couttsinfo.com

Cowley Distributing

Jefferson City, MO
Tel: 573-636-6511
Fax: 800-556-9044

DeVorss

Marina del Rey, CA
Tel: 1-800-843-5743
Fax: 805-322-9011
www.devorss.com

Eastern Book Co.

Westbrook, ME
Tel: 800-937-0331
Fax: 800-214-3895
www.ebc.com

Ebsco Industries Inc.

Birmingham, AL
Tel: 205-991-6600
www.ebscoind.com

Mackin Library Media
Burnsville, MN
Tel: 800-245-9540
Fax: 952-894-8806
www.mackin.com

Owosso, MI
Tel: 800-248-3887
www.emery-pratt.com

Follett Library Resources
McHenry, IL
Tel: 888-511-5114
Fax: 800-852-5458
www.flr.follett.com

Gem Guides Book Co.

Upland, CA
Tel: 800-824-5188
www.gemguidesbooks.com
info@gemguidesbooks.com

Dempsey–Your Distributor Inc.

Burnaby, BC
Tel: (800) 667-3399 or
(604) 708-1081
Fax: (604) 708-6186
orders@dempseycanada.com

Midwest Library Service
Bridgeton, MO
Tel: 800-325-8833
Fax: 800-962-1009
www.midwestls.com

Lithia Springs, GA
Tel: 1-800-326-2665
Fax: 770-944-2313
www.newleaf-dist.com

Bilingual Publications
New York, NY
Tel: 212-431-3500
Fax: 212-431-3567

Giron Spanish Books

Quanta Distributions

Chicago, IL
Tel: 773-847-3000
Fax: 773-847-9197
www.gironbooks.com

Toronto, ON
Tel: (888) 436-7962
Fax: (416) 291-8764
quantamail@quanta.ca

New Leaf Distributing Inc.

Indio Products

Thomas Allen & Son

Unique Books

St.Louis, MO
Tel: 800-533-5446
Fax: 314-776-0841
www.uniquebooksinc.com

Emery-Pratt Co.

FOR SPANISH
TITLES ONLY

CANADA

Los Angeles, CA
Tel: 323-778-2233
Fax: 323-750-7048

Markham, ON L3R 4T8
Tel: (800) 387-4333
Fax: (800) 458-5504
orders@t-allen.com
www.thomasallen.ca

DISTRIBUTORS

UNITED STATES

Lectorum Publications
Lyndhurst, NJ
Tel: 201-559-2237
Fax: 201-939-7450
www.lectorum.com

Original Products Company

E-BOOK DISTRIBUTORS

Bronx, NY
Tel: 718-367-9589
Fax: 718-367-3613

OverDrive

Tel: 216-573-6886
www.overdrive.com
info@overdrive.com

Original Publications
Plainview, NY
Tel: 516-454-6809
Fax: 516-454-6829

Ingram Digital

Tel: 615-213-5400
www.ingramdigital.com
ask@ingramdigital.com

Ingram

LaVergne, TN
Tel: 1-800-937-8000
Fax: 615-213-5429
www.ipage.ingrambook.com

International Distributors/Representatives
AUSTRALIA

Brumby Sunstate

Tel: (07) 3255-5552
Fax: (07) 3255-5553
www.brumbysunstate.com.au

BRAZIL

Zimpfer Books Latin America & Caribbean
Tel: USA (862) 250-0159
czimpfer@earthlink.net

CHILE

Zimpfer Books Latin America & Caribbean
Tel: USA (862) 250-0159
czimpfer@earthlink.net

COLOMBIA

Zimpfer Books Latin America & Caribbean
Tel: USA (862) 250-0159
czimpfer@earthlink.net

ECUADOR

Zimpfer Books Latin America & Caribbean
Tel: USA (862) 250-0159
czimpfer@earthlink.net

EL SALVADOR

Zimpfer Books Latin America & Caribbean
Tel: USA (862) 250-0159
czimpfer@earthlink.net

GUATEMALA

Zimpfer Books Latin America & Caribbean
Tel: USA (862) 250-0159
czimpfer@earthlink.net

HONG KONG

Curreri World Services

Tel: 978-921-8020
Fax: 978-921-7577
michelle@curreriworldsvs.net

INDIA

Curreri World Services

Tel: 978-921-8020
Fax: 978-921-7577
michelle@curreriworldsvs.net

ISRAEL
Curreri World Services

Tel: 978 921 8020
Fax: 978 921 7577
michelle@curreriworldsvs.net

KOREA

Curreri World Services

Tel: 978-921-8020
Fax: 978-921-7577
michelle@curreriworldsvs.net

MALAYSIA

Curreri World Services

Tel: 978 921 8020
Fax: 978 921 7577
michelle@curreriworldsvs.net

MEXICO

Tarots del Mundo

MIDDLE EAST

Curreri World Services

Tel: 978-921-8020
Fax: 978-921-7577
michelle@curreriworldsvs.net

NEW ZEALAND
Akasha Ltd.

Tel: (0800) 639-243
Fax: (0800) 845-738
www.akasha.co.nz

PANAMA

Zimpfer Books Latin America & Caribbean
Tel: USA (862) 250-0159
czimpfer@earthlink.net

PERU

Zimpfer Books Latin America & Caribbean
Tel: USA (862) 250-0159
czimpfer@earthlink.net

PUERTO RICO

Zimpfer Books Latin America & Caribbean
Tel: USA (862) 250-0159
czimpfer@earthlink.net

SINGAPORE

Curreri World Services

SOUTH AFRICA
Faradawn

Tel: 27 (11) 885-1847
Fax: 27 (11) 885-1829
www.faradawn.co.za

New Horizon Distributors

Tel: 27 (21) 447 2436
Fax: 27 (86) 551 9617
info@newhorizondistributors.co.za
www.newhorizondistributors.co.za

THAILAND

Curreri World Services

Tel: 978-921-8020
Fax: 978-921-7577
michelle@curreriworldsvs.net

UNITED KINGDOM, IRELAND
PGUK

Tel: (44) 20-7405-1105
Fax: (44) 20-7242-3725
info@pguk.co.uk
www.pguk.co.uk

VENEZUELA

Zimpfer Books Latin America & Caribbean
Tel: USA (862) 250-0159
czimpfer@earthlink.net

Tel: 978-921-8020
Fax: 978-921-7577
michelle@curreriworldsvs.net

Tel: (52-55) 1998-3301
info@tarotsdelmundo.com
www.tarotsdelmundo.com

Zimpfer Books Latin America & Caribbean is the acting sales representative for Llewellyn in the following territories: Puerto Rico, US Virgin Islands, Caribbean (Antigua, Bahamas, Barbados, Bermuda, British Virgin Islands, British West
Indies, Cayman Islands, Cuba, Dominica, Dominican Republic, Grenada, Haiti, Jamaica, Netherland Antilles, St. Kitts & Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent & the Grenadines, Trinidad & Tobago), Mexico, Central America (Belize, Costa Rica, El Salvador,
Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama), and South America (Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Guyana, Paraguay, Peru, Suriname, Uruguay, Venezuela).
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Astrology
9780738710716
9780738729640
9780738753249
9780738735634
9780738711065
9780738756035
9780738718965
9781567180886
9780738701646
9780738713373
9780738715537
9781567184013

Llewellyn’s Complete Book of Astrology
Tarot and Astrology
Astrology & Relationships - NEW
Essential Astrology
Astrology for Beginners
The Twelve Faces of the Goddess - NEW
Astrology of the Moon
Astrology
The Art of Predictive Astrology
Lunar Nodes
Predicting Events With Astrology
Horary Astrology: Plain & Simple

Health & Wellness
9780875423203 Wheels of Life
9780738745541 How to Heal Yourself When
No One Else Can
9780738744445 Anodea Judith’s Chakra Yoga
9781567185379 Chakras for Beginners
9780738739625 Llewellyn’s Complete Book of Chakras
9780738746883 Crystal Grids
9780738750736 The Body Heals Itself
9780738751559 Llewellyn’s Little Book of Chakra
9780738756950 A Guide to Body Wisdom - NEW
9780738752471 Discovering the Healer Within
9780738705736 Magick of Reiki
9780738750828 Yoga Rising - NEW
9780738752099 Breathing Love - NEW
9780738753034 An Herbalist’s Guide to Formulary
9780738751993 The Heart of Wellness - NEW

Kits & Decks
9780738711508
9780738728001
9780738727325
9780738748290
9780738715797
9780738753539
9780738746340
9780738744766
9780738741659
9780738746807
9780738726380
9780738747439
9780738741666
9780738757537

Easy Tarot
Witches Tarot
Shadowscapes Tarot Deck
The Linestrider Tarot
Shadowscapes Tarot
Mystical Manga Tarot
Everyday Witch Tarot
Celtic Tarot
The Green Witch Tarot
Tarot in Wonderland - NEW
The Steampunk Tarot
The Raven’s Prophecy Tarot
Modern Spellcaster’s Tarot
Hedgewitch Botanical Oracle - NEW

Magick
9780875421261 Cunningham’s Encyclopedia of
Crystal, Gem & Metal Magic
9780738727516 Llewellyn’s Complete
Formulary of Magical Oils
9780738743998 The Golden Dawn
9780738751047 Thelema - NEW
9780738709031 The Path of Alchemy
978156718654 Dancing with Dragons
9780738715780 Modern Magick
9780738757230 Tarot Magic - NEW
9780738731537 Practical Sigil Magic
9780738744711 The Chaos Protocols
9780738706610 Practical Magic for Beginners
9780738750569 Arthurian Magic
9780738748481 Esoteric Freemasonry - NEW
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Paranormal
9780738723068
9780738755519
9780738752037
9780738753362
9780738751054
9780738755915
9780738737508
9780738751931
9780738756745
9780738709895
9780738713571
9780738726441

The Dictionary of Demons
Norman - NEW
Shapeshifters
Ghosts of the Civil War
Ghost Box
The Haunted Heart of America - NEW
Haunted Asylums, Prisons,
and Sanatoriums
Spirits of the Cage
Speaking with Spirits of the
Old Southwest - NEW
True Tales of Ghostly Encounters
The Uninvited
True Police Stories of the
Strange & Unexplained

Parapsychology &
Psychic Development
9781567184853
9781567184990
9780738752174
9780738715278
9781567183603
9780738743882
9780738751627
9780738703992
9780738751320
9780738731896
9780738751863
9780738750910
9781567187953
9780738727219

Journey of Souls
Destiny of Souls
Tails from the Afterlife - NEW
Memories of the Afterlife
Psychic Development For Beginners
Evidence of Eternity
Awaken Clairvoyant Energy - NEW
Buckland’s Book of Spirit
Communications
You Are Psychic - NEW
Your Psychic Self
Llewellyn’s Little Book of
Psychic Development
Messages From a Wonderful Afterlife
Spirit Guides & Angel Guardians
Never Letting Go

Self Help &
Spiritual Enrichment
9780738752884
9780738727400
9780738753492
9780738752075
9780738753263
9780738754185
9780738751443
9780738741468
9780738737997
9780738753119
9780738751580
9780738753560
9780738751351
9780738756615
9780738753188

The Forever Letter
365 Ways to Raise Your Frequency
Modern Guide to Energy Clearing - NEW
Llewellyn’s Little Book of Dreams
Clutter Intervention - NEW
Llewellyn’s Little Book of
Meditation - NEW
Llewellyn’s Complete Book
of Lucid Dreaming
Llewellyn’s Complete
Dictionary of Dreams
The Spiritual Power of Empathy
The Awakened Dreamer
Believe and Receive
Embracing the End of Life
Animal Lessons
Labyrinth - NEW
Queer Magic - NEW

Tarot / Divination Books
Ultimate Guide to the Rider Waite Tarot
A Practical Guide to the Runes
Pendulum Magic for Beginners
Kitchen Table Tarot
Llewellyn’s Complete Book
of Divination - NEW
9780738736624 Essential Lenormand
9780738749082 Llewellyn’s Complete Book of Tarot
9780738735795
9780875425931
9780738701929
9780738750774
9780738751757

9781567187915
9780738719559
9781567184006
9780738727844
9780738754475
9780738731902
9780738751344
9780738752716

Palm Reading for Beginners
Tarot for Beginners
Tarot Plain and Simple
Tarot Spreads
Elemental Divination - NEW
The New Tarot Handbook
Tarot Time Traveller
Tarot Reversals For Beginners - NEW

Witchcraft / Wicca /
Shamanism
9780875421186 Wicca
9780875421223 Cunningham’s Encyclopedia
of Magical Herbs
9780875420509 Buckland’s Complete Book of Witchcraft
9780875420288 Animal Speak
9780738702872 Grimoire For The Green Witch
9780875421285 The Complete Book of
Incense, Oils & Brews
9780738703190 Solitary Witch
9780738707518 Wicca for Beginners
9780738755786 Silver’s Spells - NEW
9780738750927 A Year and a Day of Everyday Witchcraft
9780738751696 The Little Big Book of White Spells
9780738753423 The Witching Hour
9780875421315 Earth, Air, Fire & Water
9780738753690 Sigil Witchery - NEW
9780738752709 Llewellyn’s Little Book of
Spirit Animals - NEW
9780738702223 Paganism
9780738756158 Poppet Magick - NEW
9780875421209 Magical Herbalism
9780738750385 Glamour Magic
9780738752891 The Secret keys of Conjure - NEW

Lo Scarabeo
9780738754383
9780738737423
9780738754338
9780738735023
9780738754369
9780738745589
9780738750293
9780738753768
9780738744438
9780738737904
9780738754352
9780738753775

Tarot Santa Muerte Deck - NEW
Golden Universal Tarot Deck
Angelarium
Tarot of Pagan Cats Mini Deck
Vice Versa Tarot Kit - NEW
Mucha Tarot
Tarot de Marseille Jodorowsky
Barbieri Zodiac Oracle
Ceccoli Tarot Deck
Tarot Illuminati Kit
Healing Lights Tarot
Earth Wisdom Oracle

Blue Angel
Rumi Oracle
Sacred Rebels Oracle
Jasmine Becket-Griffith Coloring Book
Dreams of Gaia Tarot
Kuan Yin Oracle
Blessed Be Cards - NEW
Mermaids Coloring Book - NEW
Earth Warriors Oracle - NEW
Jasmine Becket-Griffith
Halloween Coloring Book
9780738744957 The Halloween Oracle
9780738753850 Lightworker Oracle
9780738742861 Isis Oracle
9780738749297
9780738745770
9780738750019
9780738752105
9780738739038
9780738759609
9780738758015
9780738759388
9780738752549
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BEST SELLERS from LLEWELLYN

MORE THAN 900,000 SOLD
978-0-87542-118-6

MORE THAN 600,000 SOLD
978-0-87542-028-8

MORE THAN 600,000 SOLD
978-1-56718-485-3

MORE THAN 600,000 SOLD
978-0-87542-050-9

MORE THAN 400,000 SOLD
978-0-87542-122-3

MORE THAN 300,000 SOLD
978-1-56718-499-0

MORE THAN 350,000 SOLD
978-0-87542-128-5

MORE THAN 350,000 SOLD
978-0-87542-184-1

MORE THAN 300,000 SOLD
978-0-87542-131-5

MORE THAN 250,000 SOLD
978-0-87542-593-1

MORE THAN 300,000 SOLD
978-0-87542-320-3

MORE THAN 250,000 SOLD
978-0-7387-0319-0

MORE THAN 20,000 SOLD
978-0-7387-4554-1

MORE THAN 35,000 SOLD
978-0-7387-5001-9

RISING STARS

MORE THAN 150,000 SOLD
978-1-56718-537-9

MORE THAN 50,000 SOLD
978-0-7387-3579-5

MORE THAN 25,000 SOLD
978-0-7387-4444-5

MORE THAN 25,000 SOLD
978-0-7387-2306-8

TAROT and ORACLE BEST SELLERS

MORE THAN 270,000 SOLD
978-0-7387-1150-8

MORE THAN 125,000 SOLD
978-0-7387-0520-0

MORE THAN 75,000 SOLD
978-0-7387-1579-7

MORE THAN 45,000 SOLD
978-0-7387-2800-1

MORE THAN 20,000 SOLD
978-0-7387-3790-4

MORE THAN 15,000 SOLD
978-0-7387-3903-8

978-0-7387-5603-5

978-0-7387-5326-3

978-0-7387-5359-1

978-0-7387-5132-0

978-0-7387-5661-5

978-0-7387-5217-4

978-0-7387-5318-8

978-0-7387-5684-4

978-0-7387-5349-2

1-800-THE-MOON • www.Llewellyn.com

